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666/999 
5G, the Mark of the Beast, and the UPC Code 

Part 8 

 

 There is no power in the number 6 or “666” per se; however, it is in the demon behind it 
that does have power.  This is the issue you need to keep in mind.  George Lauer, who created 
the Universal Product Code found on every item on the shelves of Walmart or Costco, even said 
when asked about the UPC Barcode being the “Mark” of the Beast, that there was nothing 
sinister in his work in the creation of the UPC Barcode for the food industry seeking a system of 
inventory control.  We have no reason to doubt Mr. Lauer.  But numbers do have significance in 
the Bible as my series shows:  “The Inspired Word of God: Mathematically Proven True!” 
 

 
 
 Satan over the history of mankind has not put all his eggs into one basket.  Satan goes 
by many names, and in John 10:10 “The thief cometh not, but for to steal, and to kill, and to 
destroy: I am come that they might have life, and that they might have it more abundantly.” 
And in Isaiah 14:14, we are told that “I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will be 
like the most High.”  It is hard to trace all of Satan’s links to enslave humanity without an 
exhaustive study of God’s nemesis.  Without exception, the word “Satan” in Job occurs with the 
definite article (the). This indicates quite clearly that “Satan” is not a personal name. It is 
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generic, and means “the adversary”. The word can be used of human beings -(1st Samuel 29:4; 
2nd Samuel 19:23; 1st Kings 5:18; 1st Kings 11:14). All of these examples have “Satan” without 
the article, but the referent is a human being, not a divine being, so we don’t have “Satan” here 
either. The noun. “Satan” occurs 27 times in the Hebrew Bible, ten times without the article. 
Basically, “the satan” in Job is an officer of the divine council (sort of like a prosecutor). His job 
is to “run to and fro throughout the earth” to see who is and who is not obeying Yahweh. 
When he finds someone who isn’t and is therefore under Yahweh’s wrath, he “accuses” that 
person. This is what we see in Job — and it actually has a distinct New Testament flavor. (We 
also see it in Zechariah 3).  
 
 But the point here is that this Satan is not evil per se; he’s doing his job. Over time 
(specifically the idea of “being an adversary in the heavenly council” was applied intellectually 
to the enemy of God — the nachash (typically rendered “serpent”) in Eden, the one who 
asserted his own will against Yahweh’s designs. That entity eventually becomes labeled “Satan” 
and so the adversarial role gets personified and stuck to God’s great enemy (also called the 
Devil). This is a good example of how an idea in Israelite religion plays out and is applied in 
different ways during the progress of revelation.  
 
 Just the name Satan is found 31X times in the Old Testament, and 25X times in the New 
Testament.  Like you and I, Lucifer the fallen one has many names.  My memory is that of all the 
variants, there are a total of 33X but I need to go back and double-check that figure. 
 
 As I have shown in this book the history and origin of “666” was pagan in concept and 
observance.  The God of this world is no other than Satan himself.   God associates for us the 
term “wisdom” as being important in discerning the meaning of “666” and is a warning.  
Revelation 13:18 says (vs. 18 is the multiple of 6 X 3).  The 13th chapter of Revelation deals with 
the Antichrist.  Antichrist is over and against Jesus Christ.   
 
 We should be on constant lookout for that number “666”.  The day after the election of 
Barack Hussein Obama, November 5th, 1968, the first winning number of the Chicago, IL state 
lottery was “666”.  The second winning number was “7779”.  Now “7” is the number of spiritual 
completion or God’s Covenant number.  “7779” was completion in judgement, as “9” signifies 
judgment in the Bible.  The odds of this happening are 1 in 3,650,000,000.  1 in 3.6 billion is 
highly significant but this does not mean that Obama is Mr. “666”, and nor am I saying that at 
all.   
 
 What I am saying in the wisdom and mind of God is beginning to mark people and bring 
that number to the forefront and let you know that number is not dead.  The Secret Service 
gave President Obama the codename “Renegade”.  We do not know their reason but in Hebrew 
Gematria, the name Barack Hussein Obama has a Gematria value of 501.  “Blessed Handsome 
Leaning” is the Hebrew translation for Mr. Obama, which in English Gematria numerical 
meaning is 246 + 268 + 152 = 666.  Using English Gematria we have a coincidence.  His name 
even has 18 (6 X 3) letters.  But we are not saying Obama is Satan.  God brought a man from 
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obscurity, marked him, and bring him to notoriety.  After two terms as President, Barack 
Hussein Obama has proven to be one of the worst presidents to the U.S. 
 
 Code researchers using the Bible Codes for “ELS” they found the name of “Barack 
Hussein Obama” in Revelation 13:1. “And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast 
rise up out of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns, and upon his horns ten crowns, and 
upon his heads the name of blasphemy.”  ELS means “Equal-Distance Letter Spacing”.  Is this 
mere coincidence? Bible scholars dismiss such Bible Codes as nonsense.  We cannot say that 
the former President of the U.S. is the Antichrist, but what if he is?  This is God’s warning to us, 
to let us known how easy it is to come forward.  What does all that say to you?  Two years into 
the Trump Presidency, Barack Hussein Obama has been orchestrating the witch-hunt against 
President Trump.  Does the Bible reference to “666” say anything about the Presidency of 
Donald J. Trump? 
 
 According to Revelation, the last book in the Bible, “666” is the number, or name, of the 
wild beast with seven heads and ten horns that comes out of the sea. -(Revelation 13:1, 17, 18) 
This beast is a symbol of the world-wide political system, which rules over “every tribe and 
people and tongue and nation.” -(Revelation 13:7) The name “666” identifies the political 
system as a gross failure in God’s sight. How? 
 
 More than a label, names given by God have meaning. For example, God gave the man 
Abram, which means “Father Is High (Exalted),” the name Abraham, which means “Father of a 
Crowd (Multitude),” when God promised that He would make Abraham “a father of many 
nations.” -(Genesis 17:5) Likewise, God named the beast “666” as a symbol of its defining 
attributes. 
 
 The number six implies imperfection. Often, numbers are used as symbols in the Bible. 
Seven typically represents fullness, completeness or perfection. Six, being one short of seven, 
can denote something incomplete or flawed in God’s eyes, and it can be associated with God’s 
enemies.—(1st Chronicles 20:6; Daniel 3:1). 
 
 Triple reference or three times is for emphasis. The Bible sometimes stresses a matter 
by stating it three times. -(Revelation 4:8; 8:13)   So the name “666” powerfully emphasizes that 
God views human political systems as gross failures. They have been unable to bring lasting 
peace and security—things that only God’s Kingdom will achieve. 
 
 The Bible says that people receive “the mark of the wild beast” because they follow it 
“with admiration,” to the point of worshipping it. -(Revelation 13:3, 4; 16:2) They do this by 
giving worshipful honor to their country, its symbols, or its military might.  
 
 How is the mark of the beast placed on someone’s right hand or forehead? -(Revelation 
13:16)  Regarding his commands to the nation of Israel, God said: “Bind them as a reminder on 
your hand, and they should be like a headband on your forehead.” -(Deuteronomy 11:18)  This 
meant, not that the Israelites were to mark their literal hands and foreheads, but that God’s 
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words would guide all their actions and thoughts. Likewise, rather than being something literal 
such as a “666” tattoo, the mark of the beast symbolically identifies those who let the political 
system rule their lives. Those with the “Mark” of the Beast place themselves in opposition to 
God.-(Revelation 14:9, 10; 19:19-21).  
 

What's 666 Fifth Avenue? 
 
 It's a 41-story tower in Midtown Manhattan that was supposed to be the crown jewel of 
the Kushner Companies real estate empire. The Kushner’s bought it in 2007 for $1.8 billion, and 
at the time it was the most expensive real estate deal in New York City's history.  
 
 The purchase was orchestrated by a young Jared Kushner, who had taken over the 
company in 2005 when he father Charles Kushner, the company's founder, was sentenced to 
jail in 2005 for tax evasion and witness tampering. Jared Kushner, now a senior adviser to 
President Trump and the husband of his daughter Ivanka, closed the deal on his 26th birthday 
in 2007.  
 
 Why is it in the news?  The short answer is that it's bleeding money. The purchase was 
ill-timed, as the 2008 economic collapse dealt a body blow to the real estate industry generally 
and 666 Fifth Avenue specifically.  
 
 Jared Kushner wound up selling off bits and pieces of the property to keep the family  
company afloat. Now, however, the bill is fast approaching, and the Kushner’s dream of turning 
666 Fifth Avenue into an opulent tower designed by the late architect Zaha Hadid is dependent 
on their finding a partner -- soon.  
 
 Before we go any further…that's an unfortunate number for a building, is it not?  It is, 
yes, which is why the Kushner’s want to call their hoped-for new building 660 Fifth Ave.  
 
 Is Jared still involved with the building?  No, because he sold off his stake earlier this 
year to avoid worries about conflicts of interest. Before that, though, he was searching the 
globe for a new business partner to help Kushner Companies stem the bleeding and build the 
new tower.  
 
 Did he find a partner?  The Chinese company Anbang seemed interested. Anbang is 
closely tied to the Chinese leadership, however, and media speculation surrounding the 
partnership between the two companies ultimately scuttled the deal, according to reports.  
 
 The Bible teaches that the antichrist will gain total economic and religious control of the 
entire world. All people will worship him and receive a mark on their hands or upon their 
foreheads in order to buy or sell. Those who refuse to take the mark will be hunted down and 
eliminated. 
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 The number “666” is seen as an evil number. This is no doubt because of its appearance 
in occult films and upon the bodies of certain rock musicians. The number almost puts terror in 
the hearts and minds of some believers. 
 
 In this study we have covered a lot of ground to discuss the facts surrounding the "the 
Mark of the beast" but avoiding speculation. It is important to free ourselves from the myths 
that have grown up around this issue and to concentrate on what the Bible actually says. What 
we will present is no new revelation, we will simply accept only what the Bible actually says. 
Great care and attention must be taken when trying to understand or interpret prophecy 
(including this one). The key to all Biblical prophecy is: Interpret prophecy as literal unless it is 
obviously symbolic, but understand that there must be a literal meaning behind the symbolism. 
If we do not do this we will fall into the same trap as the cults and some Christian groups. For 
instance, the Seventh-day Adventists believe that the mark of the beast is actually worshipping 
God on Sunday. I don’t think that those who worship on Sunday have any more boils as those 
who worship on Saturday -(see Revelation 16:2). The interpretation is obviously foolish, but do 
you realize that some have been just as unbiblical in the past? We may even at this time hold 
views that, though they may sound plausible, do not hold any weight in the light of Scripture. 
Unless we approach this subject in the wisdom of God’s Holy Spirit we will end up with mere 
idle speculation.  Back in the early 1980’s Ronald Wilson Reagan was suggested because each 
word of his full name had 6 letters, i.e., 666.  
 
 The ‘name’ of the Antichrist is not revealed anywhere in Scripture, so this is why his 
‘number’ is given to enable humanity to be alert to the many attributes this person will display. 
It is the ‘number’ that has so intrigued believers throughout the centuries. Unfortunately this 
has resulted in many weird speculations. Various numerical codes have been devised to 
calculate the ‘name’ of the Antichrist. Some of the following persons have been identified as 
the beast only to be proven wrong; Nero, popes, Luther, Calvin, Napoleon, Hitler, Henry 
Kissinger, and Bill Clinton. Others have shown that the word ‘computer’ adds up to “666” using 
Hebrew Gematria.  
 
"And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or 
the number of his name." -(Revelation 13:17) 
 
 In what might seem to be repetition, all three come into play in the big picture of the 
puzzle.  Keep all three in your mind.  Although one can see how all three of these were 
illustrated in the previous chapters, for some it may not be so clear.    
 
  (1). A mark  
  (2). A name  
  (3). A number 
    
 I have noted that former presidents William Jefferson Clinton and Barack Hussein 
Obama were believed by many to be the Antichrist over the years, even to the present, some 
see the return of Obama to the global scene of political power.  Surprisingly, in the lead up to 
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the 2016 election, and the ensuing two years since his election, Donald J. Trump has been 
suggested to be the Antichrist.  Keep in mind something noted earlier, that God has marked 
specific people with “666” over time.  The essence of this is that historically, there have been a 
succession of individuals that Satan groomed in the wings of world stage, all prepared to step in 
and fulfill the role of Satan incarnate.   
 
 With that in mind, it seemed to me appropriate that we might want to give some 
analysis and discussion to the potential of Donald J. Trump might himself be the Antichrist.  I 
saw many references on the Internet to that affect before the election and then following the 
election. The very victory was suggested by many that Lucifer had rigged the election.  Hillary R. 
Clinton went so far as to suggest she had been guaranteed the 2016 victory.  She stated she 
won for days and weeks after the election.  Now that may seem to be an exaggeration but I can 
assure you that she probably was correct.  Hear me out at this point. This may come as a huge 
surprise to you but Hillary R. Clinton “holds” the encryption keys to the Internet, or did “hold” 
the encryption keys, if still alive.  Given the fact she reportedly died of Kuru disease on 
September 11, 2016, and has not appeared in public or on social media in over 80 days gives 
credence to her demise.  The one reported appearance was that of the funeral for former 
Michigan congressman John Dingell on February 13, 2019, the person appearing as Hillary was a 
much younger youthful looking Hillary than that of a 71 year old in 2019.  (See photos below). 
 

 
 
Above – Hillary Clinton showing her age at 71.  Below – Picture of Hillary Clinton at the funeral 
of John Dingell, February 14th, 2019, is likely one of Hillary’s doppelgängers, and not Hillary 
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herself.  Then on March 3rd, 2019, a resurrected Hillary or her double made an appearance at 
Brown Chapel, in Selma, AL to speak at the Selma Bridge Crossing Jubilee.  The mystery 
remains! 
 
 

 
 
 The Internet was the creation of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA), funded through the CIA financial base through In-Q-Tel.  The Internet was initially 
created as a communications link primary for the government, education, and military.   When 
the Internet went mainstream, those who controlled the infrastructure procedures, found it 
necessary had to develop a protocol for control of the Internet; and, that gave the FBI a back-
door “Key” to the Internet, and everything on the universe of the Internet.  A meeting held by 
President Clinton in 1993 was held to determine just who should oversee the Internet. Three 
people were selected to hold the “Keys” of encryption – Hillary Clinton, FBI Director Robert 
Mueller, and Michael Chertoff, former Secretary of Homeland Security.    
 
 Hillary has had the encryption keys to the Internet, and she could virtually have access 
to everything going on in the government, and virtually any IP or URL address on the Internet.  
In simple terms, she could change any vote, any election, to come up with whatever she desired 
the outcome to be.  This was revealed by American Intelligence Media.  In a program aired, 
“Why is Hillary still walking around?” and you can go to the American Intelligence Media 
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YouTube site and see for yourself how Michael McKibben of Leader Technology explains how it 
is that Hillary has always been one step ahead of everyone else.   
 
 Michael McKibben’s career spans two phases: international Christian music ministry, 
and technology innovation. In 2006, he was awarded U.S. Patent No. 7,139,761 for what is now 
called “social networking.”  Michael McKibben’s patent was then stolen by the CIA, and then 
configured into what we know today as Face Book.  The Internet is surveilled by government 
intelligence through crypto keys operated by a company called “InTrust”.  Michael McKibben’s 
company Leader Technology researched and discovered the tight relationship between the U.S. 
and the UK.  Michael McKibben’s company Leader Technology of Columbus, OH has a lien 
against the U.S. government for $1-Trillion dollars, under the Miller Act. 
 
 In this short lesson of a very detailed investigation, when Hillary Clinton said she won 
the election, she had confident reason to believe that to be the case.  Every electronic voting 
machine can be “flipped” or changed at several points in the electronic network of vote 
tabulation.  Joseph Stalin said, "...the people who cast the votes decide nothing. The people who 
count the votes decide everything.”  People naively believe their vote has been counted! 
 
 It can be safe to say that many did not expect the outcome on November 7th, 2016, and 
folks from both sides of the political spectrum were surprised if not shocked.  Something 
happened to change the planned victory for Hillary Clinton in 2016.  Did the rigged computer 
voting get disrupted?  Who, what, and why questions are unanswered how this happened for 
the sudden change in plan?  This has to be one of the larger questions that we will never likely 
know the answer to be sure.  We can only speculate what and how things were changed.  This 
leads me back to the suggestion of some that President Trump might be the Antichrist.  So let’s 
look at the information set before us by many on the Internet. 
 

 Is Donald J. Trump the Beast of Revelation?   Why does the number “666” keep turning 
up ― over and over again ― where Trump and his family are concerned, as documented 
extensively on this page?  When the Hebrew prophets spoke of a "little horn" and the "Trump 
of Doom" were they speaking literally?  A trump is a little horn.  Daniel 7:8 warns us about a 
"little horn" that speaks "boastfully" of "great things."  Trump speaks boastfully of making 
America "great" again, while presenting a completely negative image of Christ. Has Trump 
deceived the very elect, just as the ancient prophets warned us the Antichrist would? 
 

 Even if Trump is not THE ANTICHRIST, he may be one of many antichrists: "Children, it is 
the last hour, and as you have heard that Antichrist is coming, so now many Antichrists have 
come. Therefore we know that it is the last hour." -(1st John 2:18) Scripture confirms many 
Antichrists! 
 
 The Bible clearly warns us that we will know we are in the last days by the appearance 
of many Antichrists.  And who has ever been less like Jesus Christ than Donald Trump? 
Furthermore, his connections to the number “666” are numerous, startling and disturbing ... 
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 Is the above face of a man we can trust, or is this a deceiver: a con man, a snake oil 
salesman, a shaman?  Do you trust this man?  What does your gut tell you?  Would Jesus Christ 
have supported this man?  How can Christians support a man who is the opposite of Jesus in 
every way—the very definition of the word "Antichrist"?  These are the top ten connections of 
Donald Trump to the number “666”. The connections will be explained in more detail if you 
continue reading this page. 
 
(1)  The Trumps own the most expensive building ever purchased in the US, at “666” Fifth 
Avenue, a street symbolic of money (Mammon).  
(2)  The Trumps paid $1.8 billion for the “666” tower. And 18 = 3*6 = “666”. The “666” tower is 
held by Ivanka Trump and her husband Jared Kushner. 
Kush was the patriarch of Babylon, the son of Ham, and the father of Nimrod who created of 
the Tower of Babel.  
(3)  The Trumps are also in the process of building a $666 million tower at One Journal Square. 
According to multiple reports the height will be “666” feet. 
(4)  According to multiple reports, the famous Trump Tower is 203 meters tall. And 203 meters 
= “666” feet. The Trump penthouse is on the 66th floor. 
(5)  In Trump's first fiscal year which started in 2016 (2016 = 666+666+666+6+6+6) the budget 
deficit exploded to $666 billion dollars! (Per Fox Business.) 
(6)  Donald Trump inherited his grandmother's real estate empire when she died on June 6, 
1966 = 6-6-6. Her name was Elizabeth Christ Trump.  
Elizabeth means "vow" so her name literally means "Vow for Christ to be Trumped."  
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(7)  Donald Trump's name equates to “666” in Jewish Gematria, English Gematria, and ASCII 
computer code. There are details below.  
(8)  Trump's fearmongering comments about "rapists" and "drug dealers" vaulted him to the 
top of the polls on June 6, 2015 = 6+6+(1+5) = “666”. 
(9)  Trump announced his candidacy for president on June 16, 2015 = 6+(1*6)+(1+5) = “666” . 
On the Ides of March, he had “666” delegates.  
(10)  The 2016 election was "all Trump all the time" and 2016 = 666+666+666+6+6+6. Also, as 
explained in detail later on this page the infamous Trump Tower meeting was arranged on June 
6, 2016 = 6-6-6, as documented by emails between Donald Trump Jr. and Rob Goldstone (who 
was acting as an agent for the "Crown prosecutor of Russia").  That meeting threw the 
presidential election to Donald Trump. Thus on 6-6-6 the godless Russian government 
conspired to help the Antichrist become the most powerful man in the world. Three days later, 
on June 9, 2016 = 6-9-6, Donald Trump Jr., Jared Kushner and Paul Manafort had a backdoor 
meeting with Russian government agent Natalia Veselnitskaya, in which the evil deal was 
negotiated. Trump then tweeted about Vladimir Putin: "A guy calls me a genius and they want 
me to renounce him? I’m not going to renounce him."  That message was tweeted on June 16, 
2016 = 6+(1*6)+(1*6) = 6-6-6. (As explained later on this page, Putin has made it illegal for 
Russian Christians to share their faith in their own homes. But Trump can find no fault in his 
fellow Antichrist!).  Then, in what has been called the "pivotal event" in Trump's alleged 
collusion with Russia, a meeting was held in the Grand Havana Room of the “666” Fifth Avenue 
tower. The Grand Havana Room is suite #39, and that is 3 times an inverted 6, or 666. The 
participants were Paul Manafort, Rick Gates and Konstantin Kilimnik, a Russian military 
intelligence agent whose nickname was "Kostya, the guy from the GRU."  The three men met in 
secret and left by different doors.  That meeting goes "very much to the heart of what the 
special counsel's office is investigating [i.e., collusion]," prosecutor Andrew Weissmann told a 
federal judge in a sealed hearing.  This was apparently the meeting at which Manafort and 
Gates conspired with Kilimnik to throw the 2016 election to Trump with Russia's help, in return 
for Trump freeing Russia from billions in sanctions and looking the other way at Russia's crimes 
in Crimea and Ukraine.  It is also important to note that the Russian military intelligence agent 
Guccifer 2.0 had a code name created by combining Gucci and Lucifer. Gucci is the Trump 
Tower's largest tenant.  Lucifer is the enemy of God and the Father of Lies.  Did the lies that 
made Trump the most powerful man in the world originate with a Russian agent operating 
inside the Trump Tower?  
 
Trump the Animal Hater 

 
Just when we think Trump can't sink any lower, he does. He actually called it "phony" to walk a 
dog! And he's an equal opportunity animal hater, being the first president not to have pets of 
any kind.  And dogs have the good sense not to like him.  Trump's first wife, Ivana, said that her 
poodle Chappy had an "equal dislike" for Trump and would bark at him when he got too close.  
 
Suffer the Children ... 
 

What do you think Jesus would say about the Trump administration ripping thousands of 
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children from their mothers' breasts?  According to a recent report from the Trump 
administration, the separations continue to occur, and it is too much of a "burden" to even try 
to correct the problem.  What if the children in question were yours?  Are they not also children 
of God?  Where does the Bible ever say that children should be despised, rejected and taken 
from their mothers just because they're poor and have no good options?  Is that what a 
Christian nation does, or a Christian president? 
 

What Will Happen to Christians Who Support Antichrists? 
 

The Bible's direst warnings are reserved for Christians who follow and support Antichrists.  The 
New Testament warns against this Great Apostasy in no uncertain terms.  What Christian in his 
or her right mind would risk the Bible's ultimate punishments for an evil, lying, cold-blooded 
con man like Trump?  It completely baffles me that any Christian can be taken in by such a 
fraud.  And what will the ultimate cost be?  Jesus himself said that on the Day of Judgment 
many people who called him "Lord! Lord!" would be turned away along with the goats, being 
told: "I never knew you: depart from me, ye that work iniquity!" 
 

From Trump's Own Lips 
 

Most troubling for me was his many offending statements to the Christian faith.  A genuine 
Christian would never talk so disparagingly about one’s religious beliefs as his statements. 
Trump loves to parade around, waving his Bible and preaching sermons to gullible Christians. 
But he is a mocker, not a believer, and he is convicted by his own words ... 
 

Trump belittled Holy Communion and the Body and Blood of Christ when he mockingly spoke of 
his "little wine" and "little cracker." 
"Why do I have to repent or ask for forgiveness, if I am not making mistakes?"  Trump claims to 
be perfect, like Christ. 
"Apologizing is a great thing. But you have to be WRONG. I will absolutely apologize sometime 
in the hopefully distant future if I’m ever wrong." 
Trump claims to be the "only one" who can "save" Americans and the world from catastrophe. 
He claims to be the Savior of the World! 
Trump "exalts" and "magnifies" himself constantly, and speaks "marvelous things," just as the 
Bible predicts about the Antichrist. 
"My fingers are long and beautiful, as, it has been well documented, are various other parts of 
my body." Trump even magnifies his penis! 
"When you’re a star ... you can do anything ... grab them by the p&#sy!" 
Trump brags about the "beautiful pieces of a=x" he has sex with. He cheats on his wives then 
brags about his adultery. 
Trump clearly loves Mammon (money) and freely admits it. The Bible says a man cannot serve 
two masters: if he loves money, he will hate God.  
"The beauty of me is that I’m very rich." Trump apparently never read Jesus's parable about the 
rich man, the camel, and the eye of the needle. 
"The point is, you can never be too greedy."  Trump mocks the Bible over and over again.  
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Trump said repeatedly that he would order American soldiers to hunt down and murder 
women and children.  Obviously, Jesus would not murder women and children. 
Trump blatantly lies about "predictions" he made that "came true." That makes him a false 
prophet.  For instance, he supported the war with Iraq, and did not "predict" Osama bin Laden, 
but pooh-poohed the threat he posed! 
 
The joke's on US (the United States) if we ever believed that Trump was going to build an 
"impenetrable" wall that Mexico was going to pay for. Here is proof positive ... 
 

 
 

Trump's "impenetrable" steel slat fence can easily be cut apart with an inexpensive saw 
purchased at a 24-hour Home Depot!  Like his fraudulent "charity" and his fraudulent 
"university," Trump's wall is a fraud, whatever he calls it.  Trump used his fraudulent wall to get 
elected president, knowing Mexico would never pay for it.  Trump authorized the testing of the 
various prototypes of his downgraded fence, so he knows full well that his latest proposal is not 
going to keep anyone out who really wants to get in.  Drug dealers can afford saws to cut 
through the fence, boats to sail around it, shovels to tunnel under it, and planes and helicopters 
to fly over it.  Trump's "beautiful concrete wall" was a lie, and his downgraded fence is a lie — a 
multi-billion-dollar boondoggle that solves nothing.  So why are evangelical Christians 
supporting the Father of Lies in the flesh? 
 

Trump's Betrayal of Israel 
 

The Bible warns us that the Antichrist will pretend to "befriend" Israel, only to betray her. We 
saw that prophecy fulfilled when Trump ordered the withdrawal of American troops from Syria, 
leaving Israel isolated, vulnerable and betrayed, with the forces of her enemies Syria, Iran, ISIS, 
Hezbollah, Hamas and Russia all suddenly empowered just across her borders. The United 
States had built a coalition to contain these forces of darkness in Syria, and Israel was a 
beneficiary.  Why did Trump go against the advice of his military advisers, betraying and 
abandoning Israel in the process?  Barry McCaffrey, a retired four-star Army general, said: "This 
is a rogue presidency."  James Mattis, another four-star general who is admired around the 
globe, immediately resigned as Secretary of Defense.  Barry McGurk, the American special 
envoy who has been called the coalition's "glue" also resigned. Why is Trump forcing America's 
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finest to resign, while embracing Vladimir Putin and betraying Israel? 
 
The Bible seems to describe nuclear weapons striking Israel in the last days.  That became much 
more likely after Trump withdrew the U.S. from Ronald Reagan's landmark Intermediate-Range 
Nuclear Forces (INF) treaty, endangering Israel, which can now be struck by Russian or Iranian 
nukes in a matter of minutes, with virtually no warning.  
 
Trump's New World Order 
 

Trump is creating a New World Order that threatens Israel.  At the center of this New World 
Order stands Vladimir Putin, a man who has made it illegal for Russian Christians to discuss 
their faith outside of state-approved churches.  Putin has even made it illegal for Russian 
Christians to share their faith in their own homes! And yet Trump has nothing but praise for 
Putin, who now has his forces on Israel's doorstep.  This New World Order rejects Christianity, 
democracy and individual freedom.  Like Putin, Trump has no use for real Christianity.  Anyone 
who listens to Trump speak about his "faith" can tell that he's lying. Trump's gods are the false 
idols of Mammon, Ego and Pride.  
 

Beware the Ruler of this World 
 
The Bible warns us to beware of the Ruler of this World.  Well, the name Donald is a 
modernized version of the Scottish Domhnall, and both names mean World Ruler, or Ruler over 
All.  When Trump decided to change the name of his Trump SoHo tower, he chose The 
Dominick, which means THE Lord and Master.  Trump's first wife Ivana called him The Donald, 
or THE Ruler of the World.  All these names—Don, Donald, Domhnall and Dominic—have to do 
with domination.  Think of a powerful Mafia don but on a global level.  Our word "don" derives 
from the Italian donno ("Lord") and the Latin dominus ("Master," "domination").  The name 
Trump means to upstage, to outrank, to triumph.  But it also has connotations of trickery; for 
instance: "trumped-up charges." Donald Trump's middle name is John, which means "God is 
gracious."  Thus an interpretation of Trump's full name is: "A proud world ruler who, after God 
has been gracious, will attempt to upstage and outrank Christ, using trickery."  Thus, Trump's 
name may be considered a prophecy―one that coincides with the many “666” connections and 
the ancient prophets' warnings about a "little horn" and the "Trump of Doom."  
 

Gog and Magog 
 

(the first Caucasians), then ended up settling around the Caspian Sea and Black Sea regions, 
including Crimea.  (It's ironic that the modern-day name of the peninsula is Crimea, since the 
prince of Rush and Meshek committed a crime when he stole it by force of arms.)  Here's 
further evidence: according to the Jamieson-Fausset How can Christians be surprised that 
Trump's connections to Russia and godless communism are proving to be all too real? 
According to Jeremy Bash, a former CIA chief of staff and the son of a conservative Jewish 
family, the Trump administration has produced "the most pro-Russian foreign policy coming 
out of Washington in our history."  The Bible warns that Gog and Magog will be the enemies of 
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God and Israel in the end times.  Ezekiel prophesied that after Israel was restored as a nation 
(which happened in a single day in 1948, fulfilling another Bible prophecy), the hordes of Gog 
and Magog would rise up and attempt to destroy Israel again.  Ezekiel prophesied that the 
Sovereign Lord would set his face against the "prince of Rosh (Russia), Meshek (Moscow) and 
Tubal."  Ezekiel repeats the phrase three times, as if he doesn't want us to miss the significance 
of the names. In Assyrian and Greek histories, Meshech appears as Musku, Muski or Mushki (all 
related to the Russian capital city of Moscow).  Here's a compressed historical explanation: "An 
ancient Slav tribe, the Meshchera, settled not far from present-day Moscow. Since then the 
region has been called Meschera." (Sputnik, Novosti Press Agency, p. 96).  Please note that 
Tubal comes last, and there may be a reason.  Tubal is believed to have been in the Black Sea 
region of Russia.  Since Russia recently invaded and conquered Crimea―a peninsula which juts 
out into the Black Sea and is surrounded by water on all sides―this would be a last step toward 
what Ezekiel predicted thousands of years ago! It seems Tubal, Thobel, Tabal, Tabali, Tubla, 
Tuplai, Tibareni and similar names all refer to the same people: they were a fair-haired Iberian 
tribe who crossed the Caucasus Mountains -Brown Bible Commentary, the Scythian Tauri in the 
Crimea were called the Rhos, the likely root of Russia. Ezekiel speaks of them as dwelling in "the 
uttermost parts of the north."  So it seems this prophecy is describing an immense, very 
powerful nation far north of Israel, where people had lighter-colored hair and were known to 
be savage warriors (which is how the ancient Greeks described the Tauri/Rhos/Russ people 
they encountered).  Now, if you take a map and draw a straight line north of Israel, the first 
land you'll reach past the Black Sea is Crimea, and if you keep going north you'll end up in 
Moscow!  
 

Did the prophet Ezekiel spell everything out for us, literally, so that we would have no doubt 
about the dangers posed by Russia to Israel?  If so, why are so many American Christians 
supporting Trump, when he is so obviously aiding and abetting Russia, and admitting it in his 
tweets?  
 

Russia, under the dictatorial leadership of Vladimir Putin, is supporting Syria, the sworn enemy 
of Israel.  Russia is also aligned with Iran, a nation that has threatened to "annihilate" Israel. 
(Iran is the Persia of Ezekiel's prophecy, which says Middle Eastern nations like Persia, Libya and 
Ethiopia will join the hordes of Gog and Magog in the attack on Israel.)  Russia has also been 
accused of selling advanced weapons to Hezbollah, a terrorist organization dedicated to the 
destruction of Israel. Trump enthusiastically supports Putin, which makes him part of the 
conspiracy against Israel.  Meanwhile, on July 20, 2016, the Putin government enacted 
draconian laws that prevent Russian Christians from sharing their faith in their homes, online, 
or anywhere but government-recognized church buildings!  This is a blatant attempt to end not 
only Christian evangelization and missionary activities, but even family Bible studies and 
personal testimonies.  Yet Trump remains full of constant, effusive, glowing praise for Putin.  To 
be a Christian is to do what Jesus would do. Would Jesus Christ abandon Israel, the Crimea, 
and Russian Christians to a murderous thug like Putin?  How, then, can American Christians 
support Trump when he supports Putin? 
 

What Will Happen to Christians Who Support Trump? 
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What will happen to Christians who support Trump, when Trump openly praises and supports 
the evil prince of Rosh, Meshek and Tubal?  The Bible makes the judgement of followers of the 
Antichrist and the False Prophet very clear in Revelation 14:10 — They "shall drink of the wine 
of the wrath of God, which is poured out without mixture into the cup of his indignation" and 
they will be "tormented with fire and brimstone."  That's the highest price imaginable to pay 
for supporting a man who is the antithesis of Christ, and thus by definition an antichrist!  
 

Getting back to the number 666 ... 
 
On the day Trump allowed the Congressman Dennis Nunes memo to be published—in a blatant 
attempt to smear the FBI and destroy public confidence in the bureau's integrity—the stock 
market dropped 666 points.  If there are no accidents with God, what is God trying to tell us? 
 
The January 1998 cover of the adult magazine ‘Genesis’ (the name of the first book of the Bible) 
asks: "DONALD TRUMP THE NEXT PRESIDENT?" And 1998 = 666 + 666 + 666. 
 
Trump's military parade was supposed to cost $12 million, according to him.  But the Pentagon 
said it would cost $80 million more, an increase of 666%, because 80 divided by 12 is 666%.  
 
According to White House insiders, Trump spends hours watching, being influenced by, and 
tweeting in response to the Fox network.  Eerily, the letters in "Fox" add up to 666 several 
different ways.  And the Bible contains a 666-related verse in which Jesus called the Antichrist 
who kept trying to kill him here on earth a fox!  That verse is Luke 13:32 and 1332 = 666 + 666! 
To see all the evidence, please click here: FOX 666. Is Fox the False Prophet to Donald Trump's 
jackal-ish Beast? 
 
Also, Trump was born on June 14, 1956 which is a Julian date (YDDD) of 6165.  And that is three 
more sixes: 6 + 6 + (1+5) = 666.  Trump was born during a total lunar eclipse―known as a 
"blood moon"―on June 14, 1946.  The Bible prophesies that the moon will turn to blood before 
"the great and terrible day of the LORD."  The eclipse started on 6-14-6 and ended on 6-15-6.  
Of course 1+5=6, so the blood moon ended on 6-6-6 and that was Trump's first full day on 
earth!  Exactly 666 days after Trump was born the horrific Der Yassin massacre took place in 
Israel on April 9, 1948, making peace impossible thereafter. 
 

On January 20, 2019 there was a super blood wolf moon that passed over the White House on 
the anniversary of Trump's inauguration as president, at the exact midpoint of his four-year 
term. In Washington DC the greatest eclipse occurred at 12:12 am = 6666.  At the time Trump 
had declared himself "proud" to shut down the American government and to wear the 
"mantle" of the shutdown, as if he were an earthly king rather than a public servant.  Over 
800,000 federal workers and a million subcontractors were forced to either work without pay 
or to stop working entirely.  This is non-biblical because the Bible says not to muzzle the ox that 
helps produce the grain other people eat.  
 

http://www.thehypertexts.com/FOX%20666%20Mark%20of%20the%20Beast.htm
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The odds are "astronomical" that Trump would be born on a blood moon and that there would 
be a super blood wolf moon on his inauguration anniversary while he had personally shut down 
the American government and was holding nearly two million federal workers and sub-
contractors’ hostage.  Meanwhile, according to fact checkers, Trump was averaging around 100 
lies and misrepresentations per day.  Does Trump lie so much because he's the Father of Lies in 
the flesh? 
 

And what about the disturbing parallels between Donald Trump and Damien Thorn of the 
OMEN movies: the DT initials, both with six letters in each name, both Damien and Donald 
mean "one who rules/subdues," both fabulously rich via inheritances, both entitled pricks, both 
depraved, both liars speaking "great things" and blasphemies, both attending military 
academies, both with vast international business enterprises, both rising to political power by 
deceiving the masses, both buying real estate all over the globe, both ignoring conflicts of 
interest once in power, both operating their construction companies while in the White House!, 
both lacking human compassion and morality, both lacking any regard for God ... and of course 
their many connections to the number 666!  
 
Did Christians elect the Antichrist, making him president of the United States and putting him in 
charge of the world's biggest economy, most powerful military and nuclear codes?  Were the 
elect deceived, just as the ancient prophets warned they would be?  Four out of five 
evangelical Christians voted for Trump, according to exit polls.  I refused to vote for both 
candidates rather than to choose between what I considered as both dark personalities! 
 

 
The picture above was taken in North Charleston, SC, where Donald Trump spoke with 

http://www.thehypertexts.com/Donald%20Trump%20parallels%20Damien%20Thorn%20Omen%20movies.htm
http://www.thehypertexts.com/Donald%20Trump%20parallels%20Damien%20Thorn%20Omen%20movies.htm
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apparent relish about the joys of torture and soaking bullets in pig's blood prior to mass 
executions.  Pig's blood is often used in Satanic rituals. One observer said Trump exhibited a 
"giddy, almost childlike, enthusiasm" for torture and mass executions.  
 
What will happen to Christians who flock after a man who is the exact opposite of Jesus Christ 
in every way?  Will they be the goats who claimed to follow Jesus, calling him "Lord! Lord!" only 
to hear him say on the last day: "I never knew you: depart from me, ye that work iniquity!" 
Revelation says Christians who follow the Beast will "drink of the wine of the wrath of God." 
Are Christians risking damnation when they reject Christ by supporting Trump?  To see how 
Trump fulfills Biblical prophecies, just click the hyperlink. 
 
Day “666” of the Trump presidency fell on November 16, 2018.  On that day Trump said that he 
answered Robert Mueller's written questions himself, "very easily," but didn't submit them. 
Why?  Trump had previously refused to meet the Special Counsel to answer questions face-to-
face.  Why?  Trump is an inveterate liar and his lawyers know that he lies constantly.  So they 
had to keep him from giving oral testimony and they had to go over every written answer, 
trying to keep Trump from perjuring himself.  (Why did so many Christians vote for a man who 
lies so profusely?)  What is a day in the life of an Antichrist like?  North Korea announced a 
"successful" and "highly significant" test of an "ultramodern tactical weapon" despite Trump's 
lies that he would prevent North Korea from developing such advanced weapons.  A federal 
judge had to prevent Trump from interfering with freedom of the press after he tried to ban 
reporter Jim Acosta from White House press briefings.  Trump awarded the Presidential Medal 
of Freedom — the nation’s highest civilian honor — to Miriam Adelson, the wife of Trump 
mega-donor Sheldon Adelson, a casino magnate like Trump.  Since when does donating lots of 
cash to Trump and his cronies make someone a hero?  Trump was planning to nominate 
Andrew Wheeler, a coal and energy-industry lobbyist, as permanent director of the EPA, 
ensuring that the American government will not be good stewards of the Earth's increasingly 
fragile ecology. And so it goes ... 
 
Trackdown Trump: Did a 1958 TV Show Predict Trump? 
 
Trump is putting the X back in Xmas by X-ing out refugee children and their mothers.  If baby 
Jesus and Mary showed up needing shelter, Trump wouldn't provide them with even a lowly 
manger.  Instead, he'd order American soldiers to drive them back into the wilderness at 
gunpoint.  Meanwhile, this is what the Satanic festivities at the White House looked like last 
year: Trump Christmas. 
 
What does MAGA mean, really? A MAGA or MAGUS is a follower of the Sun God.  Lucifer is a 
sun god, called the "morning star."  Thus a MAGUS is a magician, a sorcerer, an astrologer. 
MAGI is the plural form of MAGA/MAGUS and we all know the story of the three MAGI who 
followed and interpreted the stars.  But Lucifer's false star would lead followers to their doom. 
Is the mark of the Beast a red cap that identifies its wearers as followers of Trump?  Simon 
Magus was an occult enemy of early Christianity who loved money and power.  The sin of 
simony (selling out the church and its principles for profit) is named after Simon Magus, but 

http://www.thehypertexts.com/Donald%20Trump%20Bible%20Prophecy%20Little%20Horn%20Beast%20666.htm
http://www.thehypertexts.com/Trackdown%20Trump%201958%20TV%20Show%20Predict%20Trump.htm
http://www.thehypertexts.com/Trump%20Christmas%20Jokes%20Puns%20Images.htm
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now many Christians are supporting Trump, who also loves money and power.  How can a man 
who gold-plates his toilets be a Christian, when the Bible clearly says that a man cannot serve 
God and Mammon? 
 
At a rally in Iowa in 2016, Donald Trump said: "I like money. I’m very greedy. I’m a greedy 
person. I shouldn’t tell you that, I’m a greedy — I’ve always been greedy. I love money, right?” 
 
And let's not forget that the theme song to The Apprentice was "For the Love of Money," with 
Almighty God replaced by "the Almighty Dollar."  
 
Trump's real allegiance is to Mammon, and thus according to the Bible, he must hate God. 
And indeed he seems to despise every teaching of Christ and always does exactly the 
opposite of what Jesus would do! 
 
Donald John Trump has many connections to the number 666: the biblical Mark of the Beast 
and the Antichrist ... 
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The picture above is 666 Fifth Avenue, a street symbolic of money (Mammon), materialism, 
hubris and power.  The most expensive single building in the U.S. was purchased by the Trump 
family, through Ivanka Trump and her husband Jared Kushner.  Furthermore, the Trump's other 
New York City properties form a pentagram around the 666 centerpiece!  Oh, and the Trump 
family paid $1.8 billion for the building, and that's three more sixes (18=6+6+6).  
 
As reported by reputable news services like ‘The Wall Street Journal’, ‘Fortune’ and ‘USA Today’, 
in the first fiscal year of Trump's presidency (which started in 2016 = 666+666+666+6+6+6) the 
budget deficit swelled to 666 billion dollars!  (Fox Business and CNN Money reported the same 
figure, so this is something everyone can agree on.) 
 
On October 27, 2017, Trump tweeted: "Congratulations to @SpeakerRyan, @GOPLeader, 
@SteveScalise and to the Republican Party on Budget passage yesterday."  As noted above the 
federal budget deficit for Trump's first fiscal year was $666 billion. The bavister.org Julian date 
calculator confirms that a Julian date of 6666 translates to October 27, 2017, the date of 
Trump's tweet.  
 

Donald Trump inherited his grandmother's real estate empire when she died on June 6, 1966 = 
6-6-6.  Her name was Elizabeth Christ Trump.  The original family business name was E. Trump 
& Son.  Elizabeth means "oath" so her full name may be interpreted as "oath for Christ to be 
trumped (upstaged/outranked/defeated through trickery)." 
 
The Trump surname is an anglicized version of the German name Drumpf. In Jewish gematria 
and English Sumerian gematria, the value of the letters in Don Drumpf is “666”. (Don being 
both his abbreviated first name and meaning "powerful ruler.") 
 
Donald John Drumpf in American ASCII computer code is “666”. 
 
Donald Trump called himself the Brexit candidate and Don Brexit in American gematria is 
“666”. 
 
The Trump coat of arms (on the right below) contains three snakelike number six symbols in 
mirror images on the left and right. The tails of the three lions in the center shield form a third 
snake-like “666”. There are more snake-like sixes in the branches and leaves. The Trump coat of 
arms was quite obviously copied from the Davies family coat of arms (on the left). The word 
Integritas (Integrity) was replaced by Trump (Deceit) and the gaudy golden sixes were added. 
Joseph Edward Davies was the third husband of Marjorie Merriweather Post, the socialite who 
built the Mar-a-Lago resort. The Davies family has considered suing Trump over the stolen coat 
of arms, according to BBC and ‘New York Times’ articles.  
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Donald John Trump's real name in German is Donald Johann Drumpf and each name has six 
letters = “666”. 
 
Donald Trump announced his candidacy for president on June 16, 2015 = 6+(1*6)+(1+5) = 
“666”. On the Ides of March, he had “666” delegates (image below). The Ides of March marked 
a turning point in Roman history, as the Roman Republic became a Roman Empire ruled by a 
succession of dictators.  On October 28, 2016 the FiveThirtyEight website had Trump with a 
66.6 percent chance of winning the election in Utah, the citadel of Mormonism. 
 

 
 

The number “666” denotes arrogance, pride, egotism, the love of money and power, and 
militarism: all things Donald Trump brags about as if they were virtues. 
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There was a total lunar eclipse on the day Donald Trump was born (June 14, 1946). A total 
lunar eclipse is known as a "blood moon."  The Bible prophesies that the moon will turn to 
blood before "the great and terrible day of the LORD." 
 
Most Christians are aware of the "budding of the fig tree" as a sign of the end times.  The 
budding of the fig tree is interpreted to be the rebirth of Israel as a nation.  Trump was born in 
1946, the year the US reversed its position on the establishment of a Jewish state in Israel.  On 
the eve of Yom Kippur, 1946, President Harry S. Truman issued a statement indicating, for the 
first time, official U.S. support for the creation of a "viable Jewish state."  And on the very day 
that Trump was born (June 14, 1946), the Jewish Haganah blew up eleven bridges that had 
connected the soon-to-be state of Israel to unfriendly neighboring states, signaling to the 
British government that further delays in Jewish immigration were not acceptable.  (Many 
Jewish immigrants were fleeing the horrors of the Holocaust, as WWII had recently ended.) 
That act of defiance, called "The Night of the Bridges" and "Operation Markolet," may be 
considered the actual beginning of the Jewish state of Israel, and its first major united military 
offensive.  The Palmach Information Center calls Operation Markolet "the largest and most 
comprehensive of all the Jewish Resistance Movement's operations."  And Operation Markolet 
was successful, because within a few months the British government announced that it would 
remove all its troops from the region.  It was the removal of British troops from Palestine that, 
more than anything, allowed Israel to become a reality.  But Trump's relationship to Israel is 
extremely doubtful. He has made it clear that all he cares about is "winning" himself and 
acquiring money and power.  He has accepted gifts and accolades from the House of Saud, the 
rulers of Saudi Arabia, who do not recognize Israel at all.  The oil-rich nations surrounding Israel 
have a lot more money and influence than Israel.  Trump has already reneged on his promise to 
move the US Embassy to Jerusalem.  Why?  And the Bible says that the Antichrist will talk about 
"peace" while betraying Israel.  
 
The Trump family bought the most expensive single building ever purchased in the United 
States, at 666 Fifth Avenue, a street symbolic of money (Mammon), materialism, hubris and 
power.  As reported by The New York Times, the Trump family paid $1.8 billion for the most 
expensive American building (18 = 3x6 = 666), which is owned through Ivanka Trump and her 
husband Jared Kushner.  The information above is confirmed by the website of the Kushner 
Companies, on the 666 Fifth Avenue link. Kushner told the Real Deal that "In this particular 
transaction, we bought really the center of the world."  But whose world is that: God's or the 
Other Guy's?  The number 666 may be a YUGE hint!  Jared Kushner has released plans for a new 
skyscraper at 666 Fifth Avenue.  Designed by Zaha Hadid, the proposed tower has been 
described as a "giant penis" and a "giant crystal dildo." According to the Holy Bible, Kush (or 
Cush) was the founder of Babylon through his son Nimrod. And Jared Kushner does, indeed, 
seem to be a modern Nimrod building a modern Tower of Babel.  The name Jared means 
"descended" and Kush was the dark source of Babylon, so Jared Kushner's name means 
something like "Son of Babylon" or "Son of Darkness."  Babylon was a center of serpent 
worship, and the serpent is a phallic symbol, so perhaps the new tower is actually a giant crystal 
serpent standing on its tail like a cobra.  The 666 building is home to Lucent (Lucifer) 
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Technologies and its RFID microchip (the Mark of the Beast). Lucent has technologies called 
Inferno, Styx and Limbo. The 666 building appears in the movies Exorcist II: The Heretic and The 
Wolf of Wall Street.  Trump is a Heretic and an avaricious Wolf who has written books about 
"winning" at any cost.  In Exorcist II: The Heretic a sleepwalking Regan risks death atop the 666 
building. Does she represent Ronald Reagan followers who chose to follow Trump despite the 
obvious danger?  The Wolf of Wall Street opens in the Top of the Sixes (666), a penthouse 
restaurant, and the movie about "rampant corruption and fraud" uses the f-word a record 569 
times.  
 
As reported by nj.com, the Trump family is also in the process of building a $666 million tower 
at One Journal Square. According to nj.com and Jersey City Upfront, the height of the tower will 
be 666 feet.  The financing for the One Journal Square tower has been arranged through 
Santander Bank (Satan, no kidding!). You can easily confirm these details with Google searches. 
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Another Trump Fifth Avenue property, the famous Trump Tower, is 203 meters tall according to 
multiple reports. And 203 meters = 666 feet. Trump lives in a gold-and-diamond-encrusted 
penthouse on the Trump Tower's 66th floor, complete with paintings of Apollo and erotic 
statues of the pagan Greek sex god Eros and his consort Psyche. Trump Tower is a modern 
Tower of Babel, a pagan Ziggurat complete with hanging gardens like those of Babylon, in the 
form of an inverted pyramid (pictured above).  And please keep in mind that Kush, the son of 
Ham who was cursed by God, was the founder of Babylon.  Of course Jared Kushner is Trump's 
son-in-law, meaning that his daughter is now Ivanka Kushner.  
 

 
 

Trump first made his racist remarks about Hispanic immigrants on June 6, 2015 = 6 + 6 + (1+5) = 
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6-6-6. His fearmongering remarks about "rapists" and "drug dealers" vaulted him to the top of 
the polls. 
 
Trump announced his candidacy for president on June 16, 2015 = 6 + (1*6) + (1+5) = 6-6-6. 
 
Trump's first venture into public politics came when he "trumped" Mayor Ed Koch during a 
meeting with New York City officials at his office on June 6, 1986 = 6-6-6. 
 
The project that Trump took over that day, the renovation of the famous Wollman Rink, led to 
the idea for The Apprentice when the finale of a Survivor season was later held at the Wollman. 
So on that fateful 6-6-6 date, Donald Trump jump-started both his career in politics and his 
career as a "reality" TV star. 
 
The Trump SoHo Hotel Condominium, called an "artists' enclave" by Donald Trump, was 
announced on The Apprentice on June 6, 2006 = 6-6-6. 
 

On the same date, 6-6-6, an article in ‘Christian Science Monitor’ predicted that "Pragmatism 
May TRUMP Zeal as Iran's Power Grows." 
 
On the same date, 6-6-6, a TruthDig article was titled "The Eve of Destruction." The Barry 
McGuire song "Eve of Destruction" begins "The eastern world it is exploding!" Trump vows to 
make the Middle East explode. 
 
Donald Trump has been given plenteous free air time by the Fox network, and the letters in 
"Fox" (6+15+24) forming another 666. The terms "trump" and "fox" both have connotations of 
trickery and deception. 
 
Brexit Trump yields 966 in Jewish gematria, 996 in English gematria, and 166 in simple 
gematria!  "I Am guiding you" also yields 966 in Jewish gematria.  Donald Trump said that he 
should be called "Mr. Brexit" and since his family is German that would be Herr Brexit, which 
yields 669 in Jewish gematria. 
 
The day Trump was born (June 14, 1946) the Baruch Plan was unveiled. The U.S. 
representative to the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission, Bernard Baruch, proposed 
U.N. control of all nuclear weapons.  Baruch opened his remarks by saying, "We are here to 
make a choice between the quick and the dead."  One historian later offered the opinion that 
"the Baruch Plan was the nearest approach to a world government proposal ever offered by the 
United States." 
 
House Resolution 666 lifted the ban on U.S. oil exports, at a time the earth is overheating, ice 
caps and glaciers are melting, and untold numbers of innocent animals face extinction.  Donald 
Trump enthuses about the U.S. being an energy exporter, including "beautiful clean coal."  But 
of course no one can burn coal or oil without releasing more carbon dioxide into the 
atmosphere.  The solution is not to export and burn more coal and oil, but to create "green" 
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energy.  But Trump withdrew the U.S. from the Paris accords, refusing to be responsible about 
man's responsibility to the earth and its myriad creatures. What on earth can the Creator think 
about what Trump intends to do to his creation?  By the way, HR 666 was later renumbered to 
HR 702 to disguise its devilish intentions. 
 
On June 6, 2016 = 666 = Donald Trump Jr. exchanged emails and phone calls with Rob 
Goldstone and Emin Agalarov, setting up the infamous Trump Tower meeting in which a female 
Russian agent, Natalia Veselnitskaya, would give the Donald Trump campaign "dirt" on Hillary 
Clinton. The "dirt" would come from "the Crown prosecutor of Russia" who had met personally 
with Aras Agalarov to provide the "dirt." Veselnitskaya would later describe herself as an 
"informant" to the office of the Russian prosecutor general, Yury Chaika. Goldstone had 
previously described the "dirt" as "obviously very high level and sensitive information but is 
part of Russia and its government's support for Mr. Trump — helped along by Aras and Emin." 
Goldstone's subject heading was: "Re: Russia - Clinton - private and confidential."  This was 
collusion that can be interpreted as Putin's godless government helping the Antichrist 
become president of the United States.  It seems obvious that Donald Trump was aware of the 
meeting and knew something big was brewing, because the next day, June 7, he announced via 
Twitter that he would deliver a "major speech" to discuss "all the things that have taken place 
with the Clintons."  In his victory speech that day, Trump promised to deliver a major address 
about Mrs. Clinton’s "corrupt dealings" to give "favorable treatment" to foreign governments, 
including "the Russians."   
 
On June 9, 2016 = 696 = Donald Trump sent his infamous tweet about Hillary Clinton's missing 
33,000 emails and promised a "major Hillary speech" shortly after Donald Trump Jr., Jared 
Kushner and Paul Manafort had what appears to have been a treasonous backdoor meeting 
with Russian government agent Natalia Veselnitskaya.  The Trump Tower meeting took place at 
4:00 pm. Rob Goldstone, the Russian proxy who set up the meeting, posted on Facebook that 
he was "preparing for meeting" at Trump Tower on June 9.  Reince Priebus was photographed 
walking into Trump Tower at 10:53 am and his appearance was noted by AP reporter Jonathan 
Lemire in a tweet. It is known that Donald Trump was in the Trump Tower at the time of the 
meeting, since he arrived at 1:02 pm, although it is not clear whether he attended.  But either 
way he would have known the results in time to make his announcements.  Around 40 minutes 
after the meeting commenced, Trump tweeted Hillary Clinton a dig about her emails. This is 
also the time Roger Stone predicted that Trump would "destroy" Hillary Clinton. Other people 
known to have attended the Trump Tower meeting include Irakly "Ike" Kaveladze, Anatoli 
Samachornov and Rinat Akhmetshin, a former Soviet counterintelligence officer suspected of 
"having ongoing ties to Russian Intelligence."  When Corey Lewandowski was asked on NBC's 
Meet the Press why he had not been invited to the meeting, he replied that he was at a Trump 
rally in Florida on the meeting date, but there was no rally in Florida that day and Trump 
himself was in Trump Tower that afternoon. So it seems very possible that the meeting was 
"bigger" than advertised.  
 
The Antichrist will be the Father of Lies in the flesh. Here is the web of lies the Trumps told 
about the Trump Tower meeting.  In a June 14, 2016 email, five days after the meeting, Rob 
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Goldstone forwarded a news story about Russian hacking of Democrats' emails, describing the 
news as "eerily weird" in light of what had been discussed at Trump Tower.  So obviously more 
than adoptions was discussed, and it sounds as if the meeting was really about hacking email 
accounts.  This email exchange contradicted the initial statement by Trump Jr. that "there was 
no follow up" after the meeting, as well as his September 2017 testimony to the Senate 
Judiciary Committee in which he stated: "Rob, Emin and I never discussed the meeting again." 
In a November 2017 statement to the Senate Judiciary Committee, Veselnitskaya said "I have 
no relationship with Mr. Chaika, his representatives and his institutions other than those 
related to my professional functions as a lawyer."  However in April 2018 she described herself 
as "an informant," adding that "since 2013, I have been actively communicating with the office 
of the Russian prosecutor general," Yury Chaika. Donald Trump Jr. lied about the meeting 
repeatedly.  He first claimed the meeting was solely about Russian adoptions. But when his 
emails about Russian "dirt" on Mrs. Clinton were about to be published by The New York Times, 
he changed his story to say he had hoped for "dirt" but didn't get any.  Trump Jr. then lied when 
he told Sean Hannity that only emails were involved.  But he later admitted to the Senate 
Judiciary Committee that he had three phone conversations with Emin Agalarov.  Then it turned 
out that Trump Jr. hadn't written his original fictitious account of what happened.  Rather, his 
father had dictated the account while on Air Force One.  According to The Washington Post, 
Trump Sr. had "overruled the consensus" of Trump Jr., Kushner, aides, and lawyers, who 
favored issuing a transparent account "because they believed the complete story would 
eventually emerge."  Hope Hick, who had been with Trump Sr. when he dictated the false 
account, resigned immediately after testifying that she had told "white lies" for Trump Sr. 
White House Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders initially stated that Trump "certainly 
didn't dictate, but ... he weighed in, offered suggestions, like any father would do".  But in a 
confidential letter from Trump's legal team to special counsel Robert Mueller, Trump's lawyers 
acknowledged that Trump Sr. had in fact dictated the first statement, thus contradicting prior 
representations.  If the meeting was innocent, why all the lies?  If seems obvious that there was 
collusion, that the collusion resulted in Trump winning the presidential election, and that the 
meeting was arranged on 6-6-6 and took place on 6-9-6.  
 
On March 6, 2009 (the sixth day of the third month = 3*6 = three more sixes), the S&P 
bottomed at 666.  On that day, Donald Trump told CBS News that he was "gobbling up" 
properties in Washington D.C. (Little did anyone know at the time that the property he had in 
mind was the White House!)  At that time Trump predicted that the unemployment rate would 
rise to over 10%, which didn't happen under the Obama administration.  Was Trump predicting 
what would happen when he became president and started stocking his cabinet with his 
Goldman Sachs donors? Recently an article titled "The Barron's Bomb!" stated: "Last week, 
BARRON'S magazine suggested the bull market that began March 2009 at 666 will not end until 
it 'tops out" when the NASDAQ hits 6666." Donald Trump used the name John Barron as an 
alias, and his youngest son's name is Barron. Is the "bomb" he predicted about to be dropped 
on the American people? 
 
Sean Hannity has been called the American with the most influence over Donald Trump. 
Hannity is a vain man whose website proclaims him a "multimedia superstar." On the day I took 
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his website poll about whether to build a wall, in order to see the results, the positive answers 
were 96.96%.  Flip the 9's over and that's all sixes.  Can any real Christian believe that Jesus 
would advocate building a wall to force refugee children and their mothers back into the 
desert?  After all, Jesus was a refugee child whose family was told there was "no room" for 
them.  
 

 
 

It should come as no surprise that the microchipping of Americans has begun under Trump's 
rule.  This was front-page news in the August 6, 2017 issue of ‘USA Today’. The microchips allow 
employees to be scanned and identified by computers and will be used to authorize purchases, 
according to Snopes, which determined the reports to be true.  Where were such chips 
originally designed and developed?  As explained later on this page, the Trump family 
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purchased the most expensive building in the history of America, at 666 Fifth Avenue, a street 
symbolic of money (Mammon).  Jared Kushner and his wife Ivanka Trump paid $1.8 billion for 
the building, which is 6+6+6 billion. The “666” tower is home to Lucent (Lucifer) Technologies 
and its RFID microchip (believed by many Christians to be the prophesied Mark of the Beast). 
Lucent has technologies called Inferno, Styx and Limbo. The “666” building appears in the 
movies Exorcist II: The Heretic and The Wolf of Wall Street. And what about rumors of wars and 
signs in the heavens?  Trump has already threatened to attack Syria, North Korea, Iran, Mexico, 
China and Venezuela.  Since Trump was elected there has been one major hurricane after 
another.  There was an eclipse to end all eclipses.  In the past, such heavenly events were taken 
as omens.  For instance, the star that led the Magi to the manger where the Christ child lay.  
But in Trump's case, all omens seem to be dark, and are rapidly getting darker and more 
nightmarish.  So why are Christians supporting a man who is clearly the negative image of Jesus 
Christ? 
 
And please make no mistake that American neo-Nazis who chant "Hail Trump!" just as their 
German predecessors once chanted "Heil Hitler!" are virulently anti-Jewish and anti-Israel.  The 
Charlottesville neo-Nazis were "obsessed" with Jews, according to reporters.  On their 
antisemitic websites the Nazis posted calls to burn a local synagogue, the Congregation Beth 
Israel.  They stationed men in fatigues armed with semi-automatic weapons across the street 
from the synagogue as Jews prayed inside. Shades of the Holocaust!  These neo-Nazis love 
Trump.  They praise Trump.  They worship Trump with cries of "Hail!" which echo the German 
"Heil!" And they want to burn synagogues to the ground.  If that doesn't trouble you, God help 
us all.  If it does trouble you, it is time to resist the Nazis and their hero of racism and 
intolerance: TRUMP.  Trump did his best to defend the neo-Nazis by saying that both sides were 
to blame.  That's like saying Jews would have been to blame if they had resisted what the Nazis 
did to them during the Holocaust.  It's like saying that our heroic defenders who fought and 
died in World War II to end the Nazi menace were "just as guilty" as Hitler and his goons.  Is this 
a Christian talking, or is this the logic of the Antichrist?  Should Christians support someone who 
supports Nazis?  As Jonathan Greenblatt, the head of the Anti-Defamation League, explained: 
"Make no mistake, the extreme right considers many people their threat, but it always, always, 
always comes back to the Jews."  He also observed that "Trump harnessed this movement and 
also injected energy into it."  The question is this: Why is Trump defending Nazis and acting as if 
the people who oppose them are equally to blame?  Well, his father was arrested at a KKK rally 
and the KKK is also virulently anti-Jewish.  And Trump's chief strategist, Steve Bannon, is an 
admirer of Satan and Lenin: 
 
“I'm a Leninist. Lenin wanted to destroy the state, and that's my goal too. I want to bring 
everything crashing down, and destroy all of today's establishment.”―Stephen K. Bannon 
“Darkness is good. Dick Cheney. Darth Vader. Satan. That's power.”―Stephen K. Bannon 
 
Is Trump an anti-Christ, or negative image of Christ?  Take, for instance, Trump's response to 
the Puerto Rico disaster: 
 
"I have no reaction. The mayor's living on a cot, and I hope the President has a good day of 
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golf."  This was the response of Russel Honoré, the retired general appointed by Bush to take 
over the federal response to Katrina in 2005. (We think this one is especially worth copying and 
pasting, sharing and tweeting.)  
 
Would Jesus Christ, or any true Christian, spend hundreds of millions of dollars on extended 
golf vacations, selling overpriced ball caps and talking hypocritically about "making America 
great again," when the money could be used to help people suffering and dying in the 
aftermath of two utterly devastating hurricanes?  We all know the answer, and yet millions of 
evangelical Christians are still supporting Trump. Why? 
 
Beastly Behavior? 
 
And what about Donald Trump's creepy, incestuous-sounding comments about his daughter 
Ivanka? ... 
 
BuzzFeed reported that Washington Post columnist Richard Cohen quoted Trump asking of his 
13-year-old daughter Ivanka: "Is it wrong to be more sexually attracted to your own daughter 
than your wife?"  
 
When Trump was watching his 16-year-old daughter Ivanka host the 1997 Miss Teen USA 
pageant, he turned to the then-Miss Universe and asked: "Don't you think my daughter's hot? 
She's hot, right?"  
 

Trump said on the Howard Stern Show in 2003 when Ivanka was 22 that "she's got the best 
body." Trump bragged about his daughter's body, saying: "You know who’s one of the great 
beauties of the world, according to everybody? And I helped create her. Ivanka. My daughter, 
Ivanka. She's six feet tall, she's got the best body. She made a lot money as a model—a 
tremendous amount."  
 

The next year, 2004, Trump told Howard Stern that it was okay to call his daughter "a piece of 
a&@."  
 
Trump: "My daughter is beautiful, Ivanka."  
Stern: "By the way, your daughter…"  
Trump: "She's beautiful!"  
Stern: "Can I say this? A piece of a&@."  
Trump: "Yeah."  
 

The same year, Trump said: "Let me tell you one thing: Ivanka is a great, great beauty. Every 
guy in the country wants to go out with my daughter!"  
 
Is this how a father embraces his daughter? 
 

Trump and Ivanka appeared together on ‘The View’ in 2006, while promoting season three of 
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The Apprentice. When asked how he would react if Ivanka, a former teen model, posed for 
Playboy, Trump replied, "It would be really disappointing — not really — but it would depend 
on what's inside the magazine." He added: "I don't think Ivanka would do that, although she 
does have a very nice figure.  I've said if Ivanka weren't my daughter, perhaps I'd be dating her. 
Isn't that terrible?  How terrible?  Is that terrible?"  Yes, it would be terrible, because we all 
know what Trump does on his dates, as attested by porn stars and other women.  
 
Is this how a father kisses his daughter? 
 

 
 

On the Howard Stern Show, in October 2006, Stern remarked that Ivanka "looks more 
voluptuous than ever" and asked if she had breast implants. "She's actually always been very 
voluptuous," Trump responded. "She's tall, she's almost six feet tall and she's been, she's an 
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amazing beauty." Just an average father discussing his daughter's boobs on nationwide media!  
 
What kind of father describes his daughter as voluptuous and keeps talking about how he 
would like to "date" her, when we all know that means having sexual intercourse with her? 
 
In 2013, Donald and Ivanka Trump were guests on the Wendy Williams Show and they were 
asked to play a game called "Fave Five."  Wendy asked Ivanka, "What's the favorite thing you 
have in common with your father?"  Ivanka replied, "Either real estate or golf."  When it was 
Trump's turn to answer, he said, "I was going to say sex but I can't relate that to her." But the 
thought seems to always spring into his mind when his daughter's name is mentioned.   
 

In a Rolling Stone interview in September 2015, Trump said: "Yeah, she's really something, and 
what a beauty, that one.  If I weren't happily married and, ya know, her father..." 
 
On the Dr. Oz show in September 2016, Trump was discussing long-awaited details about his 
health, and was joined on stage for the pre-record by Ivanka. After they kissed, the host 
commented: "It's nice to see a dad kiss his daughter." According to several studio witnesses, 
Trump replied that he kisses Ivanka "with every chance [he] gets."  The comment was 
apparently edited out of the final cut of the show when it aired.  
 
The D-Day and Doomsday Connection 
 

After all the work Ronald Reagan did to reduce American and Russian nuclear weapons, 
Trump announced that he wants to "greatly expand" nuclear weaponry. So what will happen 
if the United States greatly expands its nuclear weapons?  Of course Russia, China and other 
nations will accelerate their nuclear programs ... and the world will become even more 
dangerous.  Ronald Reagan did not want to "greatly expand" nukes.  Why does Trump want 
to start a new nuclear arms race?  According to the Bible, the Antichrist will be a cultish figure, 
the center of everyone's attention. Has anyone ever been the center of attention during a 
presidential race the way Trump was during the 2016 election campaign, when the news was 
"all Trump, all the time"?  (By the way, 2016 = 666 + 666 + 666 + 6 + 6 + 6!)  As Joe Klein pointed 
out in ‘TIME’ magazine on April 18, 2016 (18 = 6 + 6 + 6), "His appeal has little to do with actual 
politics, except for the politics of resentment. It has everything to do with his 'aura of 
personality,' which he told the Washington Post would be the defining strength of his 
presidency.  He says such things without irony."  So Trump defines himself as a cult of one, an 
anti-Christ-like figure like Hitler, Mussolini and Hirohito, who together started World War II, in 
which 70 million people died.  
 
There was a rare occultation of Venus on June 6, 2016, or 6-6-6. Donald Trump praised 
American veterans on the anniversary of D-Day, which took place on June 6, 1945, exactly 72 
years prior. The number 72 is the product of three sixes: (6 + 6) x6.  But on D-Day we Americans 
were fighting against fascism and tyranny, while Trump is quite obviously following in the 
footsteps of fascists like Hitler and Mussolini. And in real rather than made-for-TV "reality," The 
Donald has not been a friend of American veterans; he seems to prefer to use them for political 
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purposes. Trump has a long history of trying to keep disabled vets from street vending on ritzy 
Fifth Avenue, even though they have that right by New York law.  Trump has written letters, 
which are a matter of public record, demanding that vets be prevented from street vending, 
while he sells expensive baubles to his rich patrons.  And during the first presidential debate 
with Hillary Clinton, when she accused him of not paying federal income taxes, Trump replied, 
"That's because I'm smart." But think about it.  As commander-in-chief of the U.S military, 
Trump will ask valiant young men and women to risk their lives for their country.  But is he such 
a coward that he won't contribute his fair share of the taxes that pay their salaries and protect 
them when they are placed in harm's way?  Rich men like Mitt Romney and Donald Trump have 
dodged millions or billions in taxes, while expecting much poorer young Americans to fight and 
die to protect them. Is that "smart" or is it an outrage? 
 
Donald Trump and Benito Mussolini: Striking Parallels 
 
Trump Would Ban Jesus and the Holy Family! 
 
Is it "Christian" for a nation to turn its back on completely innocent refugee children and their 
mothers?  Is this how "the land of the free and home of the brave" should behave―like the 
most craven of cowards? 
Trump said that he intends to ban all non-Christian refugees from Middle Eastern hot spots.  
But is Trump wiser than Jesus Christ, who told the Parable of the Good Samaritan (a 
Palestinian)? 
The point of the parable is that Christians cannot limit their compassion and charity to people 
of their own race and religion only.  That is what Pharisees do, not Christians.  
Trump would have banned the Holy Family, since they came from a "hot spot" of terrorism 
(Bethlehem is in the Palestinian West Bank) and they were not Christians at the time Jesus was 
born. 
Would you ban Mary and Jesus, joining the heartless people who told them there was "no 
room"?  Well, Jesus said "Whatsoever ye do unto the least of these, my brethren, ye do it unto 
Me!" 
Why are people who claim to be Christians rejecting Jesus when they reject the smallest and 
most vulnerable of human beings―refugee children and their mothers? 
Of course we should not be surprised when the Antichrist does exactly the opposite of what 
Jesus Christ would do.  And everything Trump says and does is contrary to Jesus and his 
teachings.  
 
Did Nostradamus Predict Trump 500 Years Ago? 
 
Michel de Notre Dame, better known as Nostradamus, is considered by many to be one of the 
most accurate prophets of all time, and the most accurate prophet since the prophets of the 
Bible ... 
Did Nostradamus predict Donald Trump as a modern-day Antichrist when he spoke of "The 
false trumpet concealing madness" that will change money and standards? 
Trump recently announced that he wants to change American money back to the gold 
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standard!  Did Nostradamus hit the nail on the proverbial head? 
 
More Nostradamus Predictions 
 
"The trumpet shakes with great discord.  An agreement broken: lifting the face to heaven: the 
bloody mouth will swim with blood; the face anointed with milk and honey lies on the ground." 
Israel is "the land of milk and honey."  The Bible says the Antichrist will betray Israel.  Did 
Nostradamus predict Trump betraying Israel?  Trump said he will be "neutral" regarding Israel. 
What does that mean? 
"The republic of the great city will not want to consent to the great severity: King summoned by 
trumpet to go out, the ladder at the wall, the city will repent." 
Did Nostradamus predict Trump's wall?  Many people in our republic certainly did not consent 
to the great severity of the wall, and expelling millions of people without due process.  
"The great Senate will ordain the triumph for one who afterwards will be vanquished, driven 
out: At the sound of the trumpet of his adherents there will be put up for sale their 
possessions, enemies expelled." 
Trump has clearly identified immigrants as the "enemy" who must be expelled. He will take his 
plans to the American Senate.  Will Trump call for the possessions of immigrants to be 
confiscated, to help pay for their expulsion? 
"The great shameless, audacious bawler.  He will be elected governor of the army: The 
boldness of his contention.  The bridge broken, the city faint from fear." 
Trump himself admits that he is a bawler.  He said that he "wins" by "whining" because he 
whines and whines until he "wins."  The American president is the commander-in-chief of the 
army, so he governs the army.  
"Overburdened he will not pass the gate; he will speak with such great fury and rage; to fire 
and blood he will consign the entire sex." 
That sounds like Trump's "blood feud" with Megyn Kelly; he said there was blood coming out of 
her "whatever."  Trump expressed great fury and rage against Kelly in his fiery rants.  But she 
only quoted what he said publicly!  
"The masculine woman will exert herself to the north. She will annoy nearly all of Europe and 
the rest of the world.  Two failures will put her in such an imbalance that both life and death 
will strengthen Eastern-Europe." 
The masculine woman sounds like Hillary Clinton in her pantsuits.  She ran for president twice 
and lost twice, so she had two major failures.  The second failure strengthened Russia, the 
major Eastern-European power! 
"The false message about the rigged election to run through the city stopping the broken pact; 
voices bought, chapel stained with blood, the empire contracted to another one." 
Trump lied about a "rigged election."  The broken pact could be the failure of the popular vote 
to elect the president.  We may not yet know what the chapel stained with blood may be ... is it 
the White House, perhaps?  
 
Is Trump a Christian? 
 
Trump is the world's least godly man …Trump has nothing in common with Jesus, who was from 
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the Middle East.  Trump wouldn't even let him in the country. Jesus healed the blind, Trump 
mocks the handicapped.  Jesus turned the other cheek, Trump grabs your p#&xy. Jesus turned 
water into wine, Trump just whines.  The Bible says, "Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's wife." 
Trump says, "Fine, what about my daughter?"  He’s the devil.  What part of "Pleased to meet 
you, hope you guess my name" don’t you understand?―Bill Maher  
 
In the Friday, February 22, 1990 issue of the ‘New York Post’, Donald Trump said that he didn't 
think adultery was a sin. "Would you do it," the reporter asked. "I'll let you guess," The Donald 
replied coyly.  But there's no need to guess, since Trump has paid a porn star, Stormy Daniels, a 
whopping 130K to buy her silence about their affair, and paid even more money, 150K, to a 
Playboy bunny, Karen McDougal, to buy her silence.  
 

In depositions during his 1990 divorce proceedings with his first wife Ivana, Trump plead the 
Fifth Amendment on 97 out of 100 questions pertaining to adultery, as described by biographer 
Wayne Barrett in the 1992 book “Trump: The Greatest Show on Earth.”  
 
Trump would sometimes brag about his adulterous sexual exploits via pseudonyms he 
invented, like John Baron and John Miller.  At one point, "John Miller" bragged to a reporter 
that in addition to living with his mistress Marla Maples, Donald Trump had "three other 
girlfriends."  
 
In his 1997 book ‘The Art of the Comeback’, Trump boasted: "If I told the real stories of my 
experiences with women, often seemingly very happily married and important women, this book 
would be a guaranteed best-seller."  
 
Trump was recorded having a conversation with Billy Bush on the set of ‘Access Hollywood.’ 
Just months after he married his third and current wife, Melania, Trump was recorded 
discussing his attempts to seduce a woman who he admitted was married.  "I did try and f+&k 
her.  She was married," Trump said.  "I moved on her like a bitch, but I couldn’t get there. And 
she was married," Trump continued. "Then all of a sudden I see her, she’s now got the big phony 
txts and everything. She’s totally changed her look."  
 
More Trump 666 Connections 
 
Matt Haig, a best-selling British writer, wrote a Facebook post about Trump that concludes: "It 
might be the end of the world.  But we still can't switch to another channel."   To his surprise, 
the word count was 666. 
In the Heidi Klum video in which she responds to Trump's sexist remark that she is no longer a 
ten, Klum wears a t-shirt inscribed with the number 9.99. Upside down, that is 666. 
The Bible's first 666 reference is the weight in talents of gold that King Solomon collected each 
year (1st Kings 10:14, 2nd Chronicles 9:13, Ezra 2:13); Trump loves gold so much that he gold-
plates his toilets and faucets. 
The number 666 is the sum of all the numbers on a roulette wheel; Trump has owned casinos 
and during his presidential campaign announced his intention to build a new multi-million-
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dollar casino in Las Vegas. 
Trump has been praised and endorsed by leading Baptist pastors like Jerry Falwell Jr., David 
Jeremiah, Robert Jeffress and James F. Linzey. The last hymn in the Baptist Hymnal is hymn 
number 666. 
On October 28, 2016 the FiveThirtyEight website had Trump with a 66.6 percent chance of 
winning the election in Utah, the citadel of Mormonism. 
Trump claims to be a Christian but he obviously has never read the Bible and doesn't live by it. 
The Bible says that a man who loves Mammon cannot serve God, but will hate God. 
 
Lies of the Antichrist 
 
The Bible says the Antichrist will claim to be a "Savior" but he will be a false messiah, and the 
"reverse" image of Jesus Christ.  Therefore the Antichrist will be a hypocrite and a liar.  And who 
has ever been more hypocritical or a bigger liar than Donald Trump?  
 
"I will give you everything," Trump actually promised during the campaign. "Every dream you’ve 
ever dreamed for your country" will come true!  
 
Here is just one of many examples.  When asked about Trump's promise to "drain the swamp," 
Newt Gingrich explained that Trump was just being "cute" and had no intention of really getting 
rid of the political reptiles.  Now with three Goldman Sachs bigwigs and other donors to his 
campaign being handed plum cabinet positions, Trump has gone far beyond what any modern 
president has done.  Other presidents may have rewarded donors with ambassadorships to 
distant locales where they couldn't do too much damage.  But Trump is putting his big money 
donors in major policy-making positions.  
 
Trump then: He blasted Ted Cruz and Hillary Clinton for cozying up to Goldman Sachs financiers, 
claiming that other candidates were "owned" by bankers who made them their political 
"slaves."  
 
Trump now: Rather than "draining the swamp," Trump has stocked his cabinet with Goldman 
Sachs donors and other donors with questionable resumes.  If he told the truth, Trump is now 
owned by his donors and has become their slave.  If he lied, he is a charlatan and a con man 
who will say anything to get elected. In either case, what a hypocrite! 
 
For example: Steve Mnuchin was Trump's choice for Secretary of the Treasury. Mnuchin was a 
Goldman Sachs hedge fund manager who became the principal owner and CEO of OneWest 
Bank. OneWest has been accused of aggressively foreclosing on tens of thousands of 
homeowners, at twice the industry's normal rate. More than 16,000 were foreclosures on 
reverse mortgages, which are typically taken out by senior citizens age 62 and older.  One 
"widow foreclosure" was over 27 cents and the victim was 90 years old! As a result, Mnuchin 
has been called one of American's most notorious bankers.   
 
Trump isn't "draining the swamp."  He's stocking it with cold-blooded crocodiles ... like himself.  
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Here are other examples of lies and/or hypocrisy by Trump and his surrogates: 
 
Trump and Sean Spicer claimed that Trump's inauguration drew the largest crowd ever.  That 
was a bald-faced lie.  
Trump claimed that three million illegal ballots cost him the popular vote.  That was a bald-
faced lie.  One study found 56 cases of non-citizens voting from 2000-2011, or less than five per 
year.  
Trump tweeted that Barack Obama had his "wires tapped." Both James Comey and James 
Clapper said it never happened.  
Trump claimed that "this Russia thing" is a "made-up story."  But NSA Director Mike Rogers and 
other American intelligence experts say Russia really did work to throw the election to Trump. 
Why? 
Trump claimed that the U.S. was sending an "armada" toward North Korea, led by the aircraft 
carrier Carl Vinson.  But a Navy photograph showed the Carl Vinson far away, near Indonesia.  
Trump and Spicer first claimed that Comey was fired by Rod Rosenstein; it "was all him."  Later, 
Trump said that he made the decision and that the "made-up story" about Russia was a factor.  
 
Vanity Fair 
 
If it is true that there are no accidents with God, then Trump's recent tiff with Vanity Fair may 
be telling us something important about The Donald.  In John Bunyan's allegorical novel 
‘Pilgrim's Progress’ a never-ending fair in the town of Vanity symbolizes worldly pomp and 
ostentation.  A president who thinks constantly about himself, his name, his brand, his 
reputation, and how he is perceived in the world, is stuck in Bunyan's metaphorical hell on 
earth.  And the way Bunyan describes the denizens of Vanity Fair and their activities sounds a 
lot like Trump: "jugglings, cheats, games, plays, fools, apes, knaves, rogues ... thefts, murders, 
adulteries, false-swearers."  For Bunyan, Vanity Fair comprised "all the worldly activities which 
distract Christians from salvation and lead to damnation."  Hence "at risk is the Christian's 
immortal soul."  
 

What Would Jesus Do? 
 

Would Jesus Christ vote for a man who cheated on his wives repeatedly, then bragged about it 
in public?  Jesus obviously did not condone adultery, much less sexual assault and ogling 
underage girls. 
Would Jesus Christ vote for a rich man who brags about being "smart" because he doesn't pay 
his taxes and his bills?  Jesus told Peter that Christians should pay their taxes: "Render unto 
Caesar ..." 
Would Jesus Christ vote for a man who said that he "loves" war, called himself the most 
"militaristic" person on the planet, and said that he would order American troops to hunt down 
and kill women and children? 
Would Jesus Christ vote for a man willing to turn his back on millions of completely innocent 
children, and either ban or deport them? Remember that Joseph and Mary were told there was 
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no room for their baby. 
Ironically, Trump would have banned the Holy Family, since they came from a "hot spot" of 
terrorism (Bethlehem is in the Palestinian West Bank) and they were not Christians at the time 
Jesus was born. 
No, Jesus Christ would not have been deceived by a man like Trump. I cannot imagine Jesus 
voting for Trump. But then how can Christians vote for Trump? 
 

‘Christianity Today’ was founded by Billy Graham. In a recent article its executive editor, Andy 
Crouch, wrote: "That Trump has been, his whole adult life, an idolater" and "a singularly 
unrepentant one, should have been clear to everyone."  Crouch's article concludes about 
Trump: "He wantonly celebrates strongmen and takes every opportunity to humiliate and 
demean the vulnerable. He shows no curiosity or capacity to learn. He is, in short, the very 
embodiment of what the Bible calls a fool."  Yes, and what about the hypocrisy factor? 
Conservative Christians were ready to impeach Bill Clinton for having consensual sex with 
Monica Lewinsky, who flashed her thong at him and invited his advances. Why then did they 
vote for a man who gropes women's genitals without their consent, and barges into women's 
dressing rooms, then brags about his "privileges" to fellow playboy Howard Stern?  As Stern 
himself has pointed out, no one should be surprised about these latest revelations. This is who 
Trump really is.  This is what Trump does. We wouldn't let Trump anywhere near our teenage 
daughters.  How can the party of Christian values support the antithesis of Jesus Christ?  If 
Christians claim that Bill Clinton deserved to be impeached for having consensual sex with one 
woman, Monica Lewinsky, how can Donald Trump be elected president when 11 women say he 
sexually assaulted them, many other women admit they had affairs with him, and underage 
girls say he ogled them in the nude?  Jesus Christ saved his sternest criticism for hypocrites. 
How then can Christians practice such overt hypocrisy?  To vote for Donald Trump, if you 
agreed with the impeachment of Bill Clinton, would be the height of hypocrisy, and therefore 
unchristian.  But close to half the electorate voted for Trump, and the vast majority of his 
supporters claim to be Christian!  Can a single one of them really believe that Jesus Christ would 
have voted for Trump? 
 
This guy [Trump] is dangerously unhinged. And, for all the things people have said about me 
over the years, I should be able to spot Dangerously Unhinged.―Glenn Beck 
 
As an example of how dangerously unhinged Trump is, he told the ‘New York Times’ that "the 
president can't have a conflict of interest."  That sounds like Richard Nixon saying "I am not a 
crook" and telling David Frost that "when the president does it, that means it is not illegal." 
Kings were once above the law of the land, but the American Founding Fathers fought a war 
against such tyranny.  Their revolutionary idea was that a government and its leaders must be 
held accountable to "we the people."  In his mind, Trump is apparently above the law and can 
do anything he pleases, just as he could ogle teenage girls in their dressing rooms, grope 
women without their consent, and use "eminent domain" to steal an elderly widow's house. 
But that is NOT the American way.  According to the Bible, the Antichrist will be a lawless man 
who dictates to everyone else.  And that fits Trump to a T. 
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Trump's God Complex 
 
Does Donald Trump have a God complex? According to Barbara Res, one of Trump's highest-
ranking female employees: "He got too famous.  He started believing his own excrement.  He 
got way too famous and, you know, people were telling him he was great and he was buying 
that.  He started thinking that he walked on water, he really did ... Now, I don’t think he 
respects anybody.  I don’t think there’s a person alive that he respects, because he thinks he’s 
God." 
 
Even worse, many Christians seem to agree with Trump that he can walk on water.  Trump has 
become the self-proclaimed messiah of a bizarre new cult and religion, which should probably 
be called Trumpism or Drumpfism.  Of course Trump is the absolute antithesis of Jesus Christ, 
but the prophets of the Bible warned that even the very elect would follow the Antichrist. Now 
we can see it happening before our eyes.  Trump brags about grabbing women's genitals 
without their consent, and still American Christians vote for him.  Trump says that he will be 
"neutral" on Israel, and he says that Saudi Arabia, with its hard-line rejection of Israel, should be 
allowed to obtain nukes, even though most of the 9-11 attackers were Saudis.  But still 
American Christians support Trump.  He brags about being rich and not paying federal taxes, 
when Jesus told the parable of the camel and the needle's eye, and clearly said that Christians 
should pay their taxes.  Over and over, Trump has directly refuted the teachings of the Hebrew 
prophets, Jesus, and the apostles.  And yet still American Christians flock to his banner. Are the 
blind following the blind into the ditch? 
 
Why did Trump go to Saudi Arabia, as his first official visit as the American president, rather 
than to Israel?  Why did Trump bow down submissively before the Saudi king to accept the 
golden Collar of al-Saud? (Trump's campaign director Roger Stone tweeted that he wanted to 
"puke" when he saw Trump bow down to accept the gilded collar from the king of the nation 
that spawned the 9-11 attackers.)  The Bible says that the Antichrist will talk about peace, only 
to betray Israel.  Trump is on record saying that Saudi Arabia should be allowed to have nukes. 
But he also claimed there was "very profound" information that the Saudis were involved in the 
9-11 attacks, referring to a 9-11 Commission report that was classified at the time.  Trump 
evidently had inside information, because 28 pages of the report were later declassified and 
high-ranking Saudis, including Prince Bandar, were indeed implicated.  Trump said that he 
would ban Muslims from entering the United States for security purposes, but not his rich 
Muslim friends, which include the Saudi royal family!  Saudi Arabia does not have diplomatic 
relations with Israel, maintaining a hard-line position.  Trump said that he will be "neutral" on 
Israel and has already weaseled out of his promise to move the American embassy to 
Jerusalem, while criticizing the expansion of Jewish settlements in the West Bank.  The Bible 
prophesies that the Antichrist will be a "little horn" who rises up, spouting great words and 
pretending to offer world peace, only to betray Israel in the end. A trump is a small horn. The 
ancient Hebrew prophets predicted a "Trump of Doom."  Were the prophets speaking literally? 
Trump berated Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton for lacking the courage and honesty to use 
the term "radical Islam," but then when he visited Saudi Arabia, he hypocritically refused to use 
the term himself, deleting it from a speech with the excuse that he was "exhausted."  But who 
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has ever been too exhausted to say two words?  Trump also apparently completed a deal to 
give Saudi Arabia "beautiful" weapons worth $350 billion over the next ten years. How do we 
know those weapons will not be used against Israel, or against the United States in another 9-
11-type attack?  The attempted military coup in Turkey is another reason not to let Saudi Arabia 
obtain nukes and stockpile advanced weapons.  Do we really want unstable Middle Eastern 
states to have WMDs?  Trump has predicted catastrophes at every turn, claiming that he alone 
can " save" us, as if he is Savior of the World rather than God Almighty.  But what are his REAL 
intentions?  Why does he want Saudi Arabia to have nukes, after the 9-11 attacks and 
considering the Saudi royal family's antagonism toward Israel and its alleged support of radical 
Islam and ISIS?  Why does Trump speak so highly of murderous thugs like Putin, Assad, Saddam, 
Jong-un and Duterte?  And why does the number “666” keep popping up over and over, in 
relation to The Donald and his family? 
 
Donald Trump recently compared himself to Medal of Honor winners, telling them: "I'm 
brave―financially brave!"  No, Donald, welshing on your taxes and bills is not "brave."  Trump 
avoided the Vietnam War by claiming to have "bone spurs," the rich boy's convenient excuse 
for sending someone poorer to fight and die in his stead.  Trump then famously (or infamously) 
said that John McCain was only a hero because he was captured, while The Donald haughtily 
prefers heroes who were not captured.  Thus, he insulted all American POWs.  Next, Trump 
insulted a Gold Star family's loss of their son, by saying that he had made a similar sacrifice, by 
erecting buildings.  Since when is a building worth a soldier's life? And of course Trump was 
making a lot of money from his buildings.  Now it seems that Trump hasn't paid federal taxes in 
decades, which he bragged makes him "smart."  But those taxes pay for the food, clothing, 
safety and medical care of American soldiers who, unlike Trump, are willing to fight for their 
country. Is it "smart" or "brave" to let other people fight and die, while a rich, arrogant playboy 
gropes women's genitals by his own admission, and refuses to pay vendors and contractors? 
No, Donald Trump is neither "smart" nor "brave."  He is, however, very good at insulting his 
betters: particularly American soldiers, vets and their families. 
 
How can any true Christian support and vote for a man who is―in so many ways―the 
antithesis of Jesus Christ? 
 

For Trump, women are either servants or sex objects, rated on a scale of 1-
10.―LiberallyBlogging in DailyKos 
 
The Top Ten Reasons Trump is Anti (Against) Christ 
 

Trump said that he never asks God for forgiveness, but "just tries to do better."  That is to reject 
Jesus Christ as Savior and the only possible source of forgiveness for sin. 
Trump claims to be a Christian, but has he ever said a single word about Jesus Christ?  If so, I 
have yet to hear it. When Trump talks about "being a Christian"  it is always about himself and 
what he does. 
Trump claims to be the "only one" who can "save" Americans and the world from catastrophe. 
He is making himself out to be the Savior of the World!  He claims that only he can save the 
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Vatican from ISIS. 
Trump "exalts" and "magnifies" himself constantly, and speaks "marvelous things," just as the 
Bible predicts about the Antichrist. 
Trump blatantly lies about "predictions" he made that "came true."  That makes him a false 
prophet.  For instance, he supported the war with Iraq, and he did not "predict" Osama bin 
Laden, but pooh-poohed the threat he posed! 
Trump clearly loves Mammon (money), and he admits so himself.  Jesus Christ said that a man 
cannot serve two masters: if he loves money, he will hate God.  
Trump has made it abundantly clear that he has sex with as many "beautiful pieces of a#&" as 
possible.  He cheats on his wives and brags about his sexual conquests. 
Trump said that he would order American soldiers to hunt down and murder women and 
children for purposes of "retribution" after terrorist attacks. Obviously, Jesus would not murder 
women and children. 
Trump claims that he will negotiate peace between Israel and the Palestinians, but the Bible 
says that the Antichrist will ultimately betray Israel.  Is Trump's plan to let Saudi Arabia obtain 
nukes that betrayal? 
 
"Why do I have to repent or ask for forgiveness, if I am not making mistakes?"―Donald 
Trump apparently believes that he is perfect 
"I fully think apologizing is a great thing. But you have to be WRONG ... I will absolutely 
apologize sometime in the hopefully distant future IF I’m ever wrong."―Donald Trump is 
sinless, really? 
"The beauty of me is that I’m very rich."―Donald Trump, who apparently never read Jesus's 
parable about the rich man, the camel, and the eye of the needle 
"The point is, you can never be too greedy."―Donald Trump is so much wiser than the God of 
the Bible, who rebuked greed. 
"You know, it really doesn’t matter what the media write as long as you’ve got a young, and 
beautiful, piece of a#&." ―Donald Trump devalues women to their breasts and buttocks 
"I could stand in the middle of 5th Avenue and shoot somebody and I wouldn’t lose 
voters."―Donald Trump is supremely confident that Christians will vote for him, no matter 
what he does! 
"When you’re a star, they let you do it. You can do anything ... Grab them by the 
p*&%y."―Donald Trump is winning the votes of Christians, with comments like these? 
"My fingers are long and beautiful, as, it has been well documented, are various other parts 
of my body."―Donald Trump magnifies his penis, in public! 
"When people wrong you, go after those people, because it is a good feeling and because 
other people will see you doing it. I always get even."―Donald Trump is the antithesis of 
Jesus Christ 
"When I go to church and when I drink my little wine and have my little cracker, I guess that is 
a form of forgiveness."―Donald Trump belittles Holy Communion and the Body and Blood of 
Christ 
"Two Corinthians, 3:17, that's the whole ballgame. 'Where the Spirit of the Lord is, right? 
Where the spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty.'"―Donald Trump, pretends to have read the 
Bible, but can't pronounce the names of books of the Bible correctly, and certainly doesn't get 
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the "whole ballgame" 
 
BTW, it's amusing that Rudy Giuliani is now Trump's surrogate, defending him from accusations 
of sexual assault and other improprieties by scores of women, when in a 2000 "Mayor's Inner 
Circle" video, Giuliani in drag had his "breasts" schmoozed by The Donald, after which Giuliani 
slapped his face and called him a "dirty boy."  Obviously, Giuliani was well aware of Trump's 
reputation for grabbing and groping women without bothering to ask for their permission! 
Trump's outrageous behavior was a running joke among alpha males in his circle. In 1993, 
fellow bad boy Howard Stern asked Trump directly: "So you treat women with respect?"  Trump 
answered honestly: "No, I can’t say that either." And hundreds of chauvinistic public statements 
and tweets by Trump confirm that he doesn't treat women with respect, or minorities, or 
anyone that he considers "weak" or "overweight" or "unattractive." 
 
How can we explain the GOP's failure to reject Trump?  How can we explain the failure of so 
many Christian churches and Christian individuals to reject Trump?  Winston Churchill said of 
appeasers: "Each one hopes that if he feeds the crocodile enough, the crocodile will eat him 
last." Unfortunately, many Christians have not stood on principle with Trump, which would be 
to reject him immediately. Rather, their attitude seems to have been, "Well, if he attacks other 
people and leaves me alone, I can live with him."  But that is what millions of Germans thought 
about Hitler, as expressed in the famous Holocaust poem by a German pastor that says, "First 
they came for the Jews, but I was not a Jew ..."   The pastor, who initially supported Hitler, 
ended up in a concentration camp. Men like Hitler do not stop when their initial victims have 
been vanquished; their lust for money, fame, power and glory is never sated.  Napoleon 
explained the problem metaphorically when he said that power was his mistress and he was 
unable to resist her.  There is no reason to believe that Trump would stop if he were able to 
deport and ban millions of Hispanics and Muslims.  Someone else would be next on his list, and 
eventually he would get down to us, since we are vastly inferior to Trump in his exalted opinion 
of himself.  Trump only wants people who agree with him, who obey him, and who worship the 
ground he walks on. He has made that "perfectly clear," to borrow a phrase from Tricky Dick 
Nixon, the president Trump most resembles (except that Nixon falls far short of Trump on the 
"crazy meter"). 
 
Republicans sowed intolerance and in its shadow, Trump sprang up like toxic fungi.―Charles M. 
Blow 
 
The Bible predicts a figure who will seem like a great dealmaker and peacemaker, but when he 
cries "Peace! Peace!" there will be worldwide wars instead.  Donald Trump has called NATO 
"obsolete," but it was NATO that prevented the USSR from taking over all Europe during the 
Cold War.  One writer remember it vividly because his father was in the Air Force and we were 
stationed in Wiesbaden, Germany when Soviet tanks subdued Czechoslovakia.  Trump, who 
evaded the Vietnam War by claiming to have "bone spurs," has no idea what it feels like to be a 
stone's throw from Russian tanks.  Recently, Mr. Putin has invaded and taken over Crimea and 
is threatening to do the same in Ukraine.  Disbanding or weakening NATO would not lead to 
peace, but to more wars.  Trump has also advocated removing American troops from Japan and 
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South Korea.  Just let them have nukes to defend themselves, he says.  But what if North Korea 
takes over South Korea?  What if Japan elects a government that is aggressive and not friendly 
to the US?  Do we really want more nations with nukes?  A far better approach would be to 
require our NATA and SEATO partners to pay their fair share of all defense-related expenses. 
But just crying "Peace!" does not result in peace, when the other side is looking for signs of 
weakness and is anxious to exploit them.  The best way to have peace is to maintain a strong 
defense, in perilous times.  Trump is a showman, a flim-flam man, a confidence man.  He is all 
about himself and his "brand."  What he proposes is not the path to peace, but the path to war. 
Now, and this is truly insane, Trump is saying that Saudi Arabia should be allowed to develop 
nukes!  Has he forgotten that Osama bin Laden was a Saudi, as were nearly all the 9-11 
conspirators and attackers?  Is he not aware that the Saudi royal family has been funding and 
evangelizing an extremist version of Islam? 
 
One attribute of the Antichrist is that he is a liar.  Trump lies constantly.  In fact, according to 
watchdogs and fact checkers like Politifact, very little that he says is actually true.  For instance, 
Trump recently said that Hillary Clinton would welcome "650 million" new immigrants to the 
United States "in one week" and thereby "triple the size of our country."  That is not only a wild 
lie, but it's physically impossible. It would take many years to import 650 million people, and we 
would have to build huge new cities to hold them all.  Trump lies to create fear, because fear 
sells.  It's no wonder that Trump has been called a fear monger, a rabble rouser and a 
demagogue by people in his own party.  Former Marine/CIA spy Robert David Steele recently 
stated that Trump thrives on chaos, and if there isn’t any, he will create it. 
 
Trump's surrogates lie too.  For instance, Carl Icahn said that Trump's policies will result in a 
better economy.  But Trump's "trickle down" policies have been tried before, and have been 
proven not to work.  "Trickle down" economics is a golden shower: working Janes and Joes are 
supposed to believe that cutting taxes for the wealthy will result in some of the profits being 
pissed down to them.  But Ronald Reagan's primary economist, David Stockman, has admitted 
publicly that the premise is invalid and the plan doesn't work.  However, billionaires like Trump 
and his ultra-rich surrogates know that most voters don't understand such things, so they keep 
promising that the economy will "improve" if they can avoid paying their fair share of taxes.  
But each time their taxes are cut, everyone else ends up paying more.  Trump refused to reveal 
any of his tax returns, but one filed with a casino application revealed that he paid no federal 
taxes at all.  Mitt Romney only disclosed one year's tax return, probably because like Trump in 
most years he paid little or nothing in federal taxes.  Warren Buffet, an honest man, pointed 
out that he pays a lower tax percentage than his secretary!  Why is the federal debt 
skyrocketing?  One reason is that the richest Americans are dodging federal taxes.  They expect 
young Americans from much poorer families to risk their lives to defend their nation in times of 
war.  But federal taxes pay for the salaries, protection and health care of American soldiers. 
How is it not treason for men like Romney and Trump to run for president, while refusing to pay 
their fair share of federal taxes?  Should they be allowed to run without releasing their federal 
tax returns?  Don't American voters have the right to know that the commander-in-chief paid 
his fair share of the taxes that pay our soldiers and protect their lives? 
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More Trump Antichrist Connections 
 
The Bible calls the Antichrist a "little horn" and of course a trumpet is a horn, with the 
diminutive -et suffix meaning "little." 
The Hebrew prophets of the Bible predicted that a Trump of Doom would sound in the last 
days. 
Trump is being supported by the KKK, skinheads and white supremacists; when asked if he 
would disavow and speak out against supporters like David Duke, Trump declined, saying he 
"doesn't know" about them. 
But everyone knows what the KKK is, and what it stands for, so Trump is obviously lying.  Why 
would he not speak out against the KKK?  Well, his father Fred Trump was arrested at a KKK 
rally. 
And Donald Trump certainly knows who David Duke is, as Trump called him a "bigot," a "racist" 
and a "klansman," citing him as one of his main reasons for leaving the Reform Party multiple 
times in February, 2000. 
Trump later claimed that he had a "bad earpiece" when Jake Tapper asked him about David 
Duke and the KKK, but that is another lie because Trump repeated his name aloud, saying he 
knew nothing about David Duke. 
Trump knew who David Duke was as early as 1991, when Duke ran for governor of Louisiana 
and Trump made public comments about him. 
"President Donald Trump" = 1488 in English Gematria. And of course 14/88 is a motto for neo-
Nazis. 
Donald Trump was born on June 14, 1946, which is 6-6-6 plus 8 days. Seven is the number of 
perfection. Eight is the number of the Son of Man and the Resurrection (the symbol for Infinity 
is the number 8). 
Boys are circumcised on the eighth day. Eight is the number of Jesus, whose name in Greek 
equates to 888. Jesus was given his name on the eighth day after his birth, when he was 
circumcised. 
The Antichrist is prophesied to attempt a "counterfeit" messiah-ship.  So a birthdate that is the 
number of the Son of Man plus “666” is not surprising. 
Trump has been playing "Sympathy for the Devil" at his election events.  The opening lines are 
spoken by a sophisticated urbanite like The Donald: ""Please allow me to introduce myself: I'm 
a man of wealth and taste." 
"Sympathy for the Devil" is the official anthem of the Church of Satan.  It was written when the 
Rolling Stones were heavily into acid, Satanism and the occult.  
Trump picks the campaign song list himself. Another favorite song of his is "Brown Sugar," a 
song about the rape of female slaves by a white slave owner who whips them at midnight, the 
witching hour. 
A third Rolling Stones song that Trump has been picking himself is "Jumpin' Jack Flash," which 
has lines that sound like the Antichrist dying and returning from the dead. 
Don MacLean seems to have interpreted the song that way, as in "American Pie" he wrote: 
"Jack be nimble, Jack be quick, Jack Flash sat on a candlestick, 'Cause fire is the Devil's only 
friend." 
Did the song have occult origins?  Keith Richard has spoken of the song being "much older" 
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than he is, and seeming Arabic (Middle Eastern) in origin. 
Trump has also been playing the Beatles song "Revolution" in support of the populist revolution 
he's leading.  But ironically the Beatles sang "you can count me out" of the hatred, destruction, 
violence and cult of personality. 
Trump recently said that he wants to be "unpredictable" and wouldn't rule out a war with 
China, a nation able to create an army with more soldiers than the entire population of the 
United States. 
Trump sounds anxious to launch trade wars with China and Mexico.  An economic model of 
Trump's proposals, prepared by Moody's Analytics, says 4 million Americans would lose their 
jobs as a result. 
 
Playing the Ultimate Trump Card: Nukes 
 
First, Donald Trump said that as president he would command American soldiers to track down 
and "take out" the families of terrorists: not because they pose any threat to Americans, but in 
acts of "retribution."  But of course deliberately murdering women and children is evil, a war 
crime, and extremely bad military strategy.  No American general has suggested such grotesque 
operations, nor would American soldiers obey such heinous orders. Then Trump said that he 
wants to be "unpredictable" and won't rule out an attack on China.  Trump has also talked 
about abandoning our NATO and SEATO allies.  Just let other nations have nukes, he says. But 
what if some crazy dictator rises to power and is unfriendly to the free world and the United 
States?  We could end up facing more nations like North Korea, each threatening the world 
with destruction if they can't have their way.  Now, like a demented Dr. Strangelove, Trump 
says that he won't rule out using nukes in Europe and the Middle East.  He seems to be growing 
crazier by the minute. In the ever-escalating madness of Donald Trump, he claims to be more 
concerned about nuclear proliferation than anything else, then talks idly about using nukes and 
letting more countries acquire them, including Japan, South Korea, and Saudi Arabia. Saudi 
Arabia seems like a particularly bad idea, with Mecca being a focal point of Islamic jihadists and 
the country being controlled by a close-knit group of royals who have been accused of funding 
and evangelizing an extremist version of Islam.  Most of the 9-11 attackers and conspirators 
were Saudis, including Osama bin Laden. Do we really want them to have nukes? The Donald 
certainly does ... 
 
ANDERSON COOPER: Saudi Arabia, nuclear weapons? 
DONALD TRUMP: Saudi Arabia, absolutely. 
 
Trump avoided the draft by claiming to have "bone spurs," but called his sex life in the 1980s 
"my personal Vietnam."  Citing his fear of sexually transmitted diseases, he said, "I feel like a 
great and very brave soldier."  Trump then insulted every American prisoner of war by saying 
that John McCain was not a hero because he was captured. "I like people that weren’t 
captured," Trump famously (or infamously) said. 
 
"He completely misunderstands the military profession that he would head if he were the 
president," said Robert Killebrew, a retired colonel who served in the Army for more than 30 
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years.  Others were less polite. In a pair of ads produced by the American Future Fund, a retired 
Special Forces commander named Michael Waltz calls Trump a draft-dodger who "hasn’t 
served this country a day in his life," and a Vietnam veteran, Tom Hanton, says that Trump’s 
quip about POWs was "the most infuriating comment I think I’ve heard from a politician in my 
entire life." One former Marine infantry officer described Trump to me as a "fake-bake-ing 
chicken hawk" whose "knowledge of the Middle East could be trumped (sorry) by your average 
Georgetown sophomore." 
 
"Nobody reads the Bible more than me," Trump declared ahead of his third consecutive win in 
the GOP primary in the Nevada caucuses, where he just announced plans to build a $100 
million casino. 
But it is more than obvious that Trump has never read the Bible, and certainly doesn't live by its 
teachings, or even try to. 
Trump mis-cited "Second Corinthians" as "Two Corinthians" at Liberty University after a verse 
was provided to him by Tony Perkins. Perkins said that Trump's mistake "shows that he's not 
familiar with Bible." 
Trump called the Bible his favorite book in August 2015, but then refused to name his favorite 
verse when asked repeatedly in an interview on Bloomberg's "With All Due Respect." 
Trump said that he likes the Old Testament and New Testament equally, obviously not 
understanding how the latter supersedes the former for Christians. 
Trump compared the Bible to a "great, incredible movie." He seems to think the Bible is a form 
of entertainment. 
Trump later claimed his favorite verse is "never bend to envy," which is not in the Bible. 
Trump says he is a Presbyterian and a member of Marble Collegiate Church, but Marble 
Collegiate is not a Presbyterian church and has no record of Trump being a member. 
Trump has obviously never heard of being saved by grace rather than works, as he said: "I'm 
talking about over the last number of years, I'm leading a very good life. I try to lead a good life 
and I have." 
Trump's "good life" includes cheating on his wives, bragging about his wealth and power, gold-
plating toilets, bilking students of "Trump University," insulting women, and generally acting 
like a bore. If this concerns you, there is more information at Donald Trump's War on Women. 
And yet Trump never bothers to ask God for forgiveness and denigrated Holy Communion by 
speaking dismissively of the "little cracker" and "little wine" that represent the body and blood 
of Jesus Christ. 
Who but the Antichrist would claim to be a Christian while ridiculing the core beliefs of 
Christianity? 
 
Trump claims to be a prophet who "predicted" what would happen in Iraq.  But he is false 
prophet whose "predictions" were made after the fact, when the results were known to the 
whole world. 
In fact, in an interview on the Howard Stern show in 2002, when Stern asked Trump if the U.S. 
should invade Iraq, Trump answered "Yeah, I guess so." You can find the interview on YouTube 
and via Google. 
Trump is also a false prophet when he says that he "predicted" Osama bin Laden in his book 

http://www.thehypertexts.com/Donald%20Trump%20War%20on%20Women.htm
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‘The America We Deserve’, published in 2000. 
Trump actually did the opposite, pooh-poohing the claim that OBL was "public enemy one" and 
using him as an example of the U.S. government making mountains out of mole hills. 
The Bible says the Antichrist will turn his back on Israel.  Trump says that he plans to remain 
"neutral" in Israel's conflict with the Palestinians.  But does he sound "neutral" to you? 
Trump said the burden of peace rests on the Jewish state, saying a peace deal "will have to do 
with Israel and whether or not Israel wants to make the deal―whether or not Israel's willing to 
sacrifice certain things." 
Trump also said that he doesn't know whether "Israel has the commitment to make" a peace 
deal. 
Trump has expressed great affection and admiration for Mr. Putin, the man trying to recreate 
the old U.S.S.R., after all Ronald Reagan did to dismantle what he called an "evil empire" of 
communism. 
Trump's first wife, Ivana, in a ‘Vanity Fair’ interview published in 1990, said that her husband 
kept a book of Hitler's speeches, ‘My New Order’, at his bedside. 
 
Prominent conservatives like David Koch have compared Trump's plans to ban, deport and 
register Muslims en masse to Hitler's fascist methods.  Koch said: "We'll have them all register? 
That's reminiscent of Nazi Germany. I mean, that's monstrous." Is Hair Hitler the second coming 
of Herr Hitler? 
 
Hitler claimed that he alone could make German great again; Trump claims that he alone can 
make America great again. 
Hitler was a media pioneer, using radio broadcasts to delude the gullible masses; Trump uses to 
and the internet. 
Hitler used an airplane to fly around Germany, drumming up support for his insanity; Trump has 
a private jet. 
Hitler's "base" was German white supremacists; Trump's "base" is American white 
supremacists. 
Hitler scapegoated, banned and deported Jews, just as Trump wants to scapegoat, ban and 
deport Muslims. 
Hitler's initial "solution" for the Jews was giant internment/concentration camps; Trump's initial 
"solution" for illegal Hispanic immigrants would require giant interment/concentration camps. 
Hitler's initial "solution" to the "Jewish problem" did not work; Trump's initial "solution" will not 
work either.  Will Trump's "final solution" be the same as Hitler's?  He has already advocated 
killing women and children. 
Hitler was extremely militaristic; Trump has called himself the most militaristic person on the 
planet. 
Hitler had a titanic ego and thought he was invincible; ditto for Trump. 
Hitler had his brown shirts beat up protestors; Trump has protestors thrown out and physically 
manhandled. 
Hitler had the world's oddest moustache; Trump has the world's oddest comb over. 
 
The number “666” denotes arrogance, pride, egotism, the love of money and power, and 
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militarism: all things Donald Trump brags about as if such things are virtues. 
The name Donald means: World Ruler, Great Chief, Proud Chief. Think of a powerful Mafia don. 
Our word "don" derives from the Italian donno ("Lord") and the Latin dominus ("Master," 
"domination").  
Donald is a Scottish name derived from the ancient Gaelic name Domhnall, which means "ruler 
of the world." 
The name Trump means: to upstage, to outrank, to triumph.  But it also has connotations of 
trickery; for instance: "trumped-up charges." 
Donald Trump's middle name is John, which means "God is gracious." 
So an interpretation of Trump's full name is: "A proud world ruler who, after God has been 
gracious, will attempt to upstage and outrank Christ, using trickery." 
Thus, Trump's name may be considered a prophecy―one that coincides with the many “666” 
connections and the ancient prophets' warnings about a "little horn" and the "Trump of Doom."  
Trump goes to church for Easter and Christmas.  He collects Bibles but doesn't seem to read 
them and certainly doesn't live by them.  His daughter Ivanka converted to Judaism.  Is he a 
counterfeit Christian? 
Through his German ancestors named Christ and Trump, Donald inherited millions of dollars 
and a vast real estate empire.  Will he now attempt to "trump" (upstage) Christ and rule by 
deceiving the very elect? 
Trump certainly seems to see himself as everyone's master and ruler: for instance, if anyone 
protests at one of his rallies, he has them silenced and thrown out, ignoring their constitutional 
right to free speech. 
While running for president and claiming to be a Christian, Trump announced plans to extend 
his vice operations by building a new $100 million dollar Las Vegas casino. 
Casinos make money via gambling, selling liquor, risqué shows, and having waitresses parade 
around in skimpy clothing. They also increase prostitution. Is any of this "Christian"? 
Trump mocked Ted Cruz, calling him a "pu#&y," for not being as anxious as Trump to resort to 
torture (waterboarding).  What sort of man mocks and insults other people for not endorsing 
torture? 
Donald called the situation in the Middle East akin to "medieval times" and said "I’d bring back 
waterboarding, and I’d bring back a hell of a lot worse than waterboarding." He sounds anxious 
to get started. 
Later, Trump complained that waterboarding is not horrendous enough for his taste. "Is it 
torture or not? It's so borderline," he said. "It's like minimal, minimal, minimal torture." 
Trump also repeated his line that we're "not going to have a country" unless we get tough, 
resort to torture, and execute people right and left, even if they may not be guilty of anything. 
Just kill someone, for Chrissakes!” 
 
To illustrate his point, Trump recounted a story about Black Jack Pershing dipping 50 bullets in 
pig's blood, executing 49 people in cold blood, and sending back the 50th person as a warning. 
Pig's blood is used in satanic rituals so it's no surprise that Trump wants to wallow in it. But the 
story is a hoax and Pershing strove to avoid unnecessary killings, expressing remorse for deaths 
he could not prevent.  
Pope Francis recently pointed out that Donald Trump is not a Christian. Rather, Trump is the 
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antithesis of Jesus Christ: proud, arrogant, haughty, egomaniacal, bellicose, bullying, insulting, 
deceitful, warlike. 
The anti-Christ is supposed to be a sort of "reverse twin" of Jesus Christ, as if Lucifer became 
flesh and tried to become the Savior of the world. And Trump is certainly proclaiming himself to 
be the only possible Savior! 
For instance, at a campaign rally in Kiawah Island, S.C., the always-arrogant Trump made it clear 
that he, not God Almighty, is the only possible defender of the Christian nations ... 
Discussing ISIS, Trump said, "Their primary goal is to get to the Vatican. If and when the Vatican 
is attacked, the pope would only wish and have prayed that Donald Trump would have been 
elected president." 
Trump claims to be a Christian but said he never asks God for forgiveness and he denigrated 
Holy Communion by speaking dismissively of the "little bread" and "little wine," suggesting that 
HE is much bigger and more important! 
And yet Trump is being praised and endorsed by evangelical Christians like Sarah Palin, Jerry 
Falwell Jr. and Franklin Graham, along with Mr. Putin and many neo-Nazi and KKK types! 
According to the Bible, the Antichrist will be a Great Deceiver, misleading even the very elect. 
Donald Trump is as far from Jesus Christ as a man can be, and yet Christian leaders are 
embracing him! 
What is Trump's plan? He says, "If I’m elected president, we will win, and we will win, and we 
will win." He seems to care only about winning, not about what is right, or compassion, or 
justice. 
In Trump's foreign policy speech there was incredible narcissism: "I'm the only one — believe 
me, I know them all — I'm the only one who knows how to fix it." 
Trump's main claims to fame are insulting people when he fires them, building casinos, gold-
plating toilets, bragging about all the "beautiful pieces of a#s" that he's bedded, and always 
doing the opposite of what Jesus Christ would do. 
Is something not kosher about this picture? 
 
Attributes of the Antichrist 
 
A "little horn": [Daniel 7:8] someone who rises up unexpectedly (Trump was a minor TV 
celebrity and a real estate salesman before he decided to run for president; no one took him 
seriously at first) 
Chauvinist: he will have "no regard for the desire of women" [Daniel 11:37] perhaps meaning 
their desire to be treated decently and humanely, or their desire for love and peace rather than 
hatred and war 
Military Leader: a conqueror whose only "god" is force [Daniel 11:38] (Trump claims to be the 
most militaristic person on the planet) 
False God: He will be worshipped by many people [Rev. 13:8] (Trump is treated as if he has the 
superpowers he claims, by millions of gullible Americans) 
Arrogant and Boastful: "He shall exalt himself and magnify himself" [Daniel 11:36] (Is anyone as 
arrogant and boastful as The Donald?) 
Charismatic: a celebrity able to excite the masses (Trump's reality TV show The Apprentice) 
Persuasive: a smooth talker, the consummate salesman (Trump's best-selling book ‘The Art of 
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the Deal’) 
Problem Solver: convincing people that he alone has the answers to previously unsolvable 
problems (Trump's wall, paid for by Mexico) 
Particularly, solving the problems of the Middle East (Trump promises to protect Israel and to 
defeat ISIS) 
An egomaniac: "He shall magnify himself above all" (Donald Trump is a God unto Himself) 
Blasphemer: (Donald Trump does not ask God for forgiveness; he spoke dismissively of Holy 
Communion, the body and blood of Christ) 
Intimidating: a "king of fierce countenance" (Trump is a bully and intimidator)  
New Age: the Antichrist will seek to define a new era that revolves around himself (Trump 
claims that only he can "make America great again") 
Lawgiver: he will seek to change the laws (Trump wants to reinterpret the Constitution, which 
would profoundly change the United States and its laws) 
 
Parallels Between Adolph Hitler and Donald Trump 
 
Hitler claimed that he would make Germany great again; Trump claims that he will make 
America great again. 
Hitler appealed to the racism and fear of German white supremacists; Trump appeals to the 
racism and fear of American white supremacists. 
Hitler blamed Germany's problems on minorities, especially Jews; Trump blames America's 
problems on minorities, especially Muslims. 
Hitler attempted to deport Jews to other countries, even if they were born in Germany; Trump 
wants to deport Hispanics even if they were born in the United States. 
Hitler's plan to deport millions of Jews required huge internment camps; Trump's plan to 
deport 11 million Hispanics will require even larger internment camps (concentrations camps). 
Hitler was the most militaristic person of his time; Trump calls himself the most militaristic 
person on the planet. 
Hitler was willing to murder women and children to achieve his aims; Trump has said 
repeatedly that American soldiers must "take out" (murder) widows and orphans. 
Hitler confiscated huge amounts of land and property from civilians; Trump is a huge fan of 
eminent domain, which allows the strong and rich to take land and property from civilians. 
Hitler was not taken seriously despite the deranged things he said that he would do; Trump is 
not being taken seriously while saying similar deranged things on a daily basis. 
Hitler had public rallies that were unprecedented for Germany; Trump has public rallies that are 
unprecedented for America. 
Hitler was a fascist who believed that might makes right; Trump is a fascist who believes that 
might makes right, that winning is everything, that money and power and fame are what really 
matter. 
 
 
Oddities 
 
Donald Trump is a self-admitted germophobe and "clean hands freak" who hates to shake 
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hands with other human beings. 
Barbara Res, who worked for Donald Trump as an executive vice president of the Trump 
Organization, said that Trump called women "ugly" and insulted fat people of both sexes. 
According to Res, Trump called one of the lawyers he employed "that fat f&$k" and once asked 
him: "You really like your Snickers, huh?" 
Trump's first wife, Ivana Trump, told ‘Vanity Fair’ in a 1990 interview that he kept a book of 
Hitler's speeches, My New Order, at his bedside and would read them.  
Nazis do not believe in freedom of speech for their opponents, and Hitler had protestors 
manhandled by his brown shirts.  Trump does not allow protestors to speak and often has them 
manhandled too. 
At a press conference announcing Ivana Trump's new position as the president of the Plaza, 
Trump was quoted as saying, "My wife, Ivana, is a brilliant manager. I will pay her $1 a year and 
all the dresses she can buy!" 
According to ‘Vanity Fair’, after the conference Ivana called her friends crying and asked, "How 
can Donald humiliate me this way?" 
Donald Trump called the 1989 pro-democracy demonstrations in Beijing's Tiananmen Square a 
"riot." 
The ‘New York Times’ analyzed five months' worth of Trump speeches and said that he is similar 
in style to the 20th century's worst demagogues. 
Trump has the mentality of a mob boss: everyone should agree with him and obey him, while 
he does whatever he pleases; it is wrong to insult him or even quote him, but he can insult 
people right and left. 
When Trump Tower was completed in 2001, it was the tallest residential building in the world: 
“666” feet high. 
Trump claims he will be "the best jobs president God ever created" but he is best known for the 
phrase "You're fired!" 
A story in ‘TIME’ reported that while Trump was in college he enjoyed reading federal 
foreclosure listings just for fun. 
Trump claims to be a Christian but is reported to have had affairs with ‘Playboy’ model Anna 
Nicole Smith, ‘Penthouse’ model Sandra Taylor, Kimberly Hefner, Carla Bruni, Marla Maples, 
Jackie Siegel, Kara Young and Victoria Zdrok. 
According to Victoria Zdrok, Trump broke up with Kara Young when he discovered that she had 
African-American blood. 
Trump became so fixated on Princess Diana that she was alarmed by the unwanted attention. 
According to British television host Selena Scott, Diana felt "as if Trump was stalking her" and 
he gave her "the creeps." 
Trump allegedly saw Princess Diana as "the ultimate trophy wife" and "bombarded" her with 
flowers. 
Trump seems to have confirmed this, as he wrote in ‘Art of the Comeback’ that his only regret 
in "the women department" is that he didn't "court" Lady Diana Spenser, which sounds like a 
serious fixation. 
Trump's other fixation is with his daughter, Ivanka. He has commented publically about her hot 
body and how he'd like to "date" her (and we all know what that means!). 
Trump claims that he commanded the Clintons to come to his wedding: "Hillary Clinton, I said 

http://www.vanityfair.com/magazine/2015/07/donald-ivana-trump-divorce-prenup-marie-brenner
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be at my wedding, and she came to my wedding. She had no choice because I gave to [the 
Clinton] foundation." 
Would a real, honest conservative demand that liberals attend his wedding? 
Trump claims that he always wins, but he has filed four major bankruptcies and many of his 
businesses went completely under, including Trump Airlines, Trump Steaks, Trump Mortgage, 
‘Trump Magazine’ and Trump: the Game. 
Trump calls his detractors "losers," but he was the ultimate Hollywood loser in 1990 when the 
Golden Raspberry Awards (commonly known as the Razzies) named him Worst Supporting 
Actor for his cameo in the infamous and critically panned Bo Derek drama Ghosts Can't Do It. 
Even worse, he was playing himself!  
 
Where is Trump's Christian Charity? 
 
In the aftermath of the 2001 terror attack on the World Trade Center, Donald Trump, a 
billionaire son of New York City, did not make a single charitable donation to any of the not-
for-profit groups that provided aid to 9-11 survivors, rescue workers, or the families of cops 
and firemen who died trying to save others, according to Internal Revenue Service records. 
While business moguls raced to write seven-figure checks and schoolchildren emptied their 
piggy banks, Trump’s charitable foundation―the vehicle through which the Republican 
presidential candidate’s philanthropy trickles―apparently did not feel the need or 
responsibility to offer such financial help. 
 
Moreover, Donald Trump is notorious for selling expensive baubles through his Fifth Avenue 
properties, while doing everything in his power to make sure that disabled American vets are 
not allowed to street vend on Fifth Avenue. Should we be surprised that his family controls the 
building at “666” Fifth Avenue? 
 
The record suggests that Trump made no personal contributions to relief efforts for 9-11, 
Hurricane Katrina or Hurricane Sandy.  He rousts disabled vets who try to earn a living on Fifth 
Avenue, where he sells expansive baubles.  And yet Trump has the audacity to claim that "I 
have a bigger heart than all of them."  In reality, it appears that Trump, despite being worth $10 
billion by his own estimation, gives virtually none of his own money to charity. And despite his 
whopping income, he thinks other Americans are overpaid.  His message to American 
autoworkers was clear: you are overpaid and need to work for less money.  During the debates, 
Trump said that the minimum wage cannot be raised because American wages are too high 
already.  Of course there was no mention of his vastly inflated wages! 
 
Is Trump is THE anti-Christ?  Well, he certainly sounds like the exact opposite of Jesus Christ. 
Trump is proud, arrogant and hypocritical.  He lacks a sense of justice and any compassion for 
people who are less fortunate. He insults people right and left. He bullies anyone who 
questions him or disagrees with him. The “666” connections are interesting, and perhaps 
significant, but in the end what really matters is Trump's character, his values, his judgment, 
and what he says and does.  On every count he fails the test.  We shouldn't elect him 
dogcatcher, much less President of the United States of America! 
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Character 
 
Does this sound like a disciple of Jesus Christ, or more like the Other Guy? ... 
 
According to the “News Examiner”, Donald Trump is the "least charitable billionaire" in the 
world! 
The Donald says we cannot afford to help refugees, even widows and orphans, but he wants to 
create a $100 million Trump Grand Ballroom in the White House. 
The Donald claims to "care about" American veterans, but in reality for more than a decade he 
tried to keep disabled vets from street vending outside his ritzy Fifth Avenue properties. 
The Donald claims he can murder people in the streets and his followers will still vote for him.  
Is that something to brag about? 
The Donald says that he will order American soldiers to hunt down and "take out" the widows 
and orphans of suspected terrorists. Do we want American soldiers to be mass murderers of 
women and children? 
The Donald brags about the "beautiful pieces of a#%" that he can have whenever he wants 
them. 
The Donald put money in the communion tray at the nondenominational First Christian Church, 
in Council Bluffs, Iowa. 
The Donald claims to love and revere the Bible, but couldn't name a favorite book, chapter or 
verse. When he finally tried cite to Bible verses, he mangled them. 
Hell, even Sarah Palin admits that Donald Trump isn’t very "Christian-y." 
 
Will Donald Trump Destroy the Republican Party? 
 

Bill Kristol, the editor of “The Weekly Standard”, recently asked his Twitter followers to help 
him come up with the "name of the new party we’ll have to start if Trump wins the G.O.P. 
nomination." Trump’s supporters are active on social media: the first response to Kristol was 
"Sore Losers."  Trump is alienating liberals, moderates, minorities, women and young people 
who see him as a chauvinist and bigot.  Before Trump the general elections were close to even. 
If millions of voters shift from the Republican Party to the Democratic Party, due to Trump's 
redefinition of the GOP as the "dinosaur" party, that could be a blow difficult or impossible to 
recover from. 
 

Details 
 

The high-rise tower at “666” Fifth Avenue South is owned by Jared Kushner, the son-in-law of 
Donald Trump and the husband of his daughter Ivanka Trump.  When the Trump family bought 
the property at “666” Fifth Avenue, it was the highest price ever paid for a single American 
building. The “666” tower is home to a number of ultra-high-priced law firms and hedge funds. 
The building appears in the movies The Exorcist II: The Heretic and The Wolf of Wall Street. The 
“666” high-rise is also home to Lucent Technologies and its RFID microchip. The letters in 
"Lucent Tech" add up to” “666”. Carly Fiorina, a Republican presidential candidate, is a former 
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CEO of Lucent Technologies.  So oddly enough, both Donald Trump and Carly Fiorina have 
strong connections to “666” Fifth Avenue.  
 
The name Kushner means "furrier," or someone who provides luxurious garments to the rich, at 
the expense of the lives of poor animals.  The name Trump means to "pull suit," to "outrank" 
and to "upstage."  Who are the people being upstaged?  Disabled American veterans and the 
homeless.  While Donald Trump pretends to "care" about American veterans, for more than a 
decade he has actually tried to prevent disabled veterans from coming anywhere close to his 
family's ritzy Fifth Avenue properties.  Ask any disabled veteran who works as a street vendor 
about Donald Trump, and the truth will come out: The Donald cares nothing about veterans 
except keeping them away from his swanky building.  The Trumps have the gall to parade the 
"Mark of the Beast" on their signature property, while making damn sure the homeless and 
disabled veterans are kept far downwind. 
 

But incredibly, that's not the end of the “666” connections. Jared Kushner is in the process of 
building a $666 million tower at One Journal Square. The height will be “666” feet. Are these 
coincidences, or is there a message being conveyed? "He who has ears to hear, let him hear." 
 
The Trump SoHo Hotel Condominium, a Mecca of decadent art called an "artists' enclave" by 
Trump, was announced on The Apprentice on June 6, 2016 = 6-6-6. Trump said that his 
intentions were "entirely covert" when he had the building zoned!  Also, on the same date, 6-6-
6, an article in ‘Christian Science Monitor’ predicted that "Pragmatism May TRUMP Zeal as 
Iran's Power Grows."  Again, on the same date, 6-6-6, there was a TruthDig article titled "The 
Eve of Destruction."  The opening line of the Barry McGuire song "Eve of Destruction" is "The 
eastern world it is exploding!"  Also, Fifth Avenue represents Western decadence and the 
worship of Mammon (Money, the Almighty Dollar that Donald Trump so obviously worships). 
 
Furthermore, the Donald Trump presidential candidacy is clearly a media creation of the Fox 
network, because Trump has invested very little money in his campaign. He is profiting from 
lots of free airtime on Fox "news" shows. The letters in "Fox" add up to “666”: 
 
F = 6th alphabet letter = 6 
O = 15th letter = 1+5 = 6 
X = 24th letter = 2+4 = 6 
 
FOX = 666! 
 
Or take the Heidi Klum video in which she responds to Trump's sexist remark that she is no 
longer a ten.  In her video, Klum wears a t-shirt inscribed with the number 9.99. Upside down, 
that is 666! 
 
The Bible says the anti-Christ will deceive the very elect.  Who is endorsing Donald Trump for 
president? Jerry Fallwell Jr., Sarah Palin, and other evangelical heavyweights.  Do any of these 
heavyweights in any way speak or act like Jesus Christ?  No, they always say and do exactly the 
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opposite of what Jesus said and did!  Jesus said "blessed are the peacemakers" but they praise 
guns, violence and wars.  Jesus embraced the poor, the sick and the needy, but they favor the 
super-rich, including themselves.  Jesus had table fellowship with prostitutes and other outcasts 
of society. Trump, Palin and Co. are self-righteous prigs who don't walk the walk themselves, 
but love to talk the talk as long as they can run down other people.  
 
Donald Trump says the Bible is "really great," like a great movie. Unfortunately, to date he has 
not managed to name a book or quote a verse correctly.  But still, it's the thought that counts! 
Donald Trump does not seem to understand the difference between a Bible verse and a 
chapter, citing as his favorite "Proverbs, the chapter 'never bend to envy.”  There is not a 
chapter of Proverbs about envy, nor is there a verse about "never bending to envy." There is a 
verse in Proverbs about not being envious of evil men: Proverbs 24:1. 
Donald Trump says he has never bothered to ask God for forgiveness. 
Donald Trump "guesses" that when he drinks his "little wine" and eats his "little cracker," he is 
somehow forgiven and cleansed, even though he has made light of the body and blood of Jesus 
Christ! 
Donald Trump claims that he "is good" and therefore has a "great relationship" with God, even 
though the Bible says that no human being is good or righteous by his own works. 
Donald Trump did finally name a book, chapter and verse of the Bible, but unfortunately he 
failed to get it right, citing "Two Corinthians 3:17" rather than the correct "Second Corinthians 
3:17"! 
 
Donald Trump claims to have a "great relationship" with "the blacks," "the Hispanics," and God. 
But it turns out that The Donald is much more interested in Himself than he is in other people, 
or God Almighty ... 
 
The Voice of Trump 
 

This is how Adam Eisenstat, a ghostwriter who became known as "The Voice of Trump," saw 
The Donald and his organization: "Trump was everywhere: The office was wallpapered with 8-
foot-high posters of the man, all steely and severe (his trademark look), each one emblazoned 
with a different Trumpism: 'Think Big! — Go with Your Gut! — Love What You Do!'  Trump 
video clips played constantly on computers around the cramped one-room office, as editors 
and course developers combined elements of Trump wisdom, creating content designed to 
effect the alchemy of success.   
 
How Extreme Are Trump and His Disciples? 
 
This report by Ryan Lizza is illuminating ... 
 
Trump’s fans tend to express little regard for political norms.  They cheer at his most outlandish 
statements.  [Bill] O’Reilly asked Trump if he meant it when he said that he would "take out" 
the family members of terrorists.  He didn’t believe that Trump would "put out hits on women 
and children"   
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Popular buttons and stickers at Trump rallies include ones that say: "If she can’t please her 
husband, she can’t please the country," "Bomb the hell out of ISIS," "Up Yours Hillary," and 
"Trump That Bitch."  A middle-aged man at one Trump appearance joked to his friend: "If they 
turn the entire Middle East into a parking lot, are we still going to have to take our shoes off at 
the airport?" 
 
The highly condensed version of the Bible known as ‘The Trump Bible and The Gospel According 
to Trump’ reads: 
 
I, Donald Trump, am God. 
Mere mortals must praise, worship, and adore Me as I do Myself. 
Then all shall be Great, even also as I am Great. 
In every way acknowledge Me, and I will direct your paths! 
Amen. 
 

The ‘Gospel According to Trump’ concludes with the Trumpian version of the Beatitudes: 
 
Blessed are the rich, for they will always have young, hot, beautiful pieces of a#%. 
Blessed are the warmongers, for they will be able to steal Iraqi oil to pay for their military 
adventurism. 
Blessed are the draft dodgers, for they can mock POWs for being captured and tortured. 
Blessed are the gunslingers, for everyone knows that Jesus Christ did not command Christians 
to turn the other cheek, but to stand their ground, shoot first, and ask questions later. 
Blessed are the arrogant who do not ask God for forgiveness, for they shall enjoy their little 
communion crackers and wine without remorse. 
Blessed are the carnival barkers and their houses of mirrors, for they shall be elected president 
by deceiving the very elect. 
 
Is Donald Trump a Christian, as he claims?  Have two people ever been less alike than Jesus 
Christ and Donald Trump?  Do they have any values in common? 
 
Comparison of Jesus Christ to Donald Trump 
 

Jesus said to turn the other cheek; Trump responds angrily to every perceived slight and calls 
himself the "most militaristic person on the planet." 
Jesus practiced humility; Trump is insufferably arrogant. 
Jesus stressed the need for love and compassion; Trump stresses the need for alpha male 
aggressiveness, power and domination. 
Jesus taught the Lord's Prayer in which forgiveness is both requested and given; Trump never 
asks God for forgiveness and he never forgives anyone else. 
Jesus and the apostles said that Christians should have compassion for prisoners and visit them; 
Trump says he doesn't like prisoners, even POWs like John McCain.  
Jesus said the meek are blessed; Trump claims it is a grievous sin to be meek. 
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Jesus blessed the poor; Trump praises the rich and successful (i.e., Himself). 
Jesus said it is easier for a camel to pass through a needle's eye than for a rich man to enter 
heaven; Trump evidently thinks that anything bearing his name is heaven. 
 
The Ten Commandments of Donald Trump 
 

Worship Donald Trump as He worships Himself. 
(Repeat ten times.) 
 
Donald Trump Religious Jokes 
 
If Donald Trump gets elected, there'll be hell toupée. — Anonymous 
In an exclusive interview with the Christian Broadcasting Network Donald Trump said 'I believe 
in god.' But of course The Donald was talking about himself. ― Jay Leno 
Here’s the thing about Donald Trump: he never apologizes; he’s never wrong no matter what 
crazy thing he says. He’s the white Kanye. ― Bill Maher 
Today Donald Trump reaffirmed his stance against gay marriage.  Trump said marriage is 
between a rich guy and his much younger third wife. ― Conan O'Brien 
Did evangelical Christians mistake Donald Trump's hairpiece for a halo, while ignoring the 
obvious signs that he worships Mammon? — Michael R. Burch 
Most American politicians believe in God, but Donald Trump believes that he is God. — Michael 
R. Burch 
Trump is never politically correct, but he is always correct (being infallible). — Michael R. Burch 
 
Q: What is Donald Trump's favorite chapter of the Bible? 
A: Chapter Eleven. 
 

Reasons that Donald Trump Cannot be a Christian 
 
Trump insulted God and the Christian faith by saying that he never asks God for forgiveness. 
Trump then insulted the body and blood of Jesus Christ by saying: "When I drink my little 
wine—which is about the only wine I drink—and have my little cracker, I guess that is a form of 
asking for forgiveness." 
If Trump believes in the sanctity of marriage, why does he brag about the "young and beautiful 
pieces of a#%" he can seemingly acquire at will? 
Why can't Trump quote a single Bible verse despite being a Christian, just as Sarah Palin 
couldn't name a single newspaper despite being a journalism major? 
Donald Trump is definitely not a racist, bigot or chauvinist: he's just worlds better than 
everyone else. 
For the first time in American history we will have many different beautiful and exotic First 
Ladies, since Trump frequently updates his "piece of a#%" (as he so delicately puts it). 
 
Donald Trump Bible Hashtags 
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"In the beginning, Trump created propaganda. And he saw that it was good, for the people 
believed everything he said." #TrumpBible 
"In the beginning was the word Trump, and the word was yooge because he said it was yooge!" 
#TrumpBible 
"I love God. He's a great guy. Made the world in 6 days. That's YUUUUUUUGE. I would have 
used more marble but he did a nice job." #TrumpBible 
"Lot's wife? What a loser! I would never look back when leaving a failing property, like my 
casinos in Atlantic City." #TrumpBible 
"Lot was a loser too! He failed to provide entertainment to guests who just wanted to party and 
have good time." #TrumpBible 
"And forgive us our debts, as we rip off out creditors, then make fun of them for being stupid 
enough to lend to us!" #TrumpBible 
"Jesus wept. I like saviors who don't weep." #TrumpBible 
"Saint Paul was no hero. I like evangelists who don't get thrown into jail and palace dungeons. I 
would have had Nero eating out of my hand!" #TrumpBible 
"Unfortunately, Mary was not a ten. Joseph should have dumped her for Salome. What a 
beautiful piece of a#&!" #TrumpBible 
"Jesus completely blew it when he turned down the Devil's offer. He should have read 'The Art 
of the Deal.' I would have won so yooge!" #TrumpBible 
"Jesus blew it in the desert. I, on the other hand, am absolutely killing it in Vegas!" #TrumpBible 
"Jesus was incompetent, blew it by hiring Judas. I would have told him "You're fired!" 
#TrumpBible 
"Turn the other cheek? The only time I turn the other cheek is when a beautiful piece of a#%is 
kissing mine!" #TrumpBible 
"Blessed are the poor in spirit? What losers! I am really, really rich!" #TrumpBible 
"Joseph and Mary rode a donkey into a foreign town to have a baby in a manger? They sound 
like illegals to me! #TrumpBible, #AnchorBaby #BuildAWall 
"Mary and Joseph were illegal immigrants. Jesus was an anchor baby. Herod was incompetent! I 
would have built a great, great wall around Bethlehem!" #TrumpBible 
"I will do such great things for Israel, there will be no more wailing at the Wailing Wall! It will be 
a great, great wall when I'm done with it!" #TrumpBible 
"Samaria sends us their murderers, their rapists, and some, I assume, are good Samaritans." 
#TrumpBible 
"If I was Jesus, I would have made amazing deals with those moneychangers in the temple. Why 
waste such a yooge opportunity?" #TrumpBible 
"Render unto Ceasar's Palace the things that are Ceasar's, and render unto Trump the things 
that are Trumped." #TrumpBible 
"I would have rebuilt the walls of Jericho and made the Canaanites pay for it!" #TrumpBible 
"You’ve heard it said, 'An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth,' but I say unto you, that's lousy 
negotiating. Why break even?" #TrumpBible 
"Great flood, total disaster. Totally mismanaged by Noah, not a smart guy, total loser, couldn't 
even save the dinosaurs." #TrumpBible 
"Blessed are the 'piece' makers (the parents who create 'beautiful pieces of ass' for Trump to 
bang." #TrumpBible 
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"This Moses guy wanders 40 years, never even makes it into the land of Canaan. There's a name 
for guys like that: Loser!" #TrumpBible 
 
Donald Trump Jokes 
 
He is a man-baby. He has the physical countenance of a man and a baby's temperament and 
hands.―Jon Stewart 
Donald Trump is giving narcissism a bad name.―Madeline Begun Kane 
Donald Trump is "the kind of person who goes to the Super Bowl and thinks the people in the 
huddle are talking about him."―Eric Schneiderman 
Donald Trump likes to say he's a friend to "the blacks." Unless the Blacks are a family of white 
people, I'm guessing he's mistaken.―Seth Meyers 
This is what I've been waiting for my whole life. A President who's not afraid to tell the truth 
about being a lying a**hole!―Lewis Black 
In an exclusive interview with the Christian Broadcasting Network, Donald Trump said, "I 
believe in god." But of course The Donald was talking about Himself.―Jay Leno 
Maybe he should ease into this ... by running for a lower office first, like President of the Hair 
Club for Men.―Jimmy Kimmel 
Donald Trump may be running for president. He said he's sick and tired of the rest of the world 
laughing at the United States. Well, President Trump will certainly put an end to that!―David 
Letterman 
Here's the thing about Donald Trump: he never apologizes; he's never wrong no matter what 
crazy thing he says. He's the white Kanye.―Bill Maher 
Say what you will about Trump, he is not stupid. He is a smart man with a deep understanding 
of what stupid people want.―Andy Borowitz 
Donald Trump showed his birth certificate to reporters.  Who cares about his birth certificate? I 
want to know if that thing on his head has had its vaccinations.―Craig Ferguson 
 
 
  After reading the above information about President Donald J. Trump I am greatly 
disturbed about how disturbing all this information is about his sincerity.  Donald Trump said 
his favorite pastor growing up was Dr. Norman Vincent Peal of the Marble Collegiate Church for 
52 years.  Dr. Peale is well-known as the father of the “Prosperity Gospel”  Dr. Peale was a 
Methodist until changing his denominational affiliation to the Reformed Church of America. 
One of his proteges was the late Dr. Robert Schuler, another “prosperity” preacher.  While at 
Marble Collegiate Church, the church grew from 600 to over 5,000, under Dr. Peale.  
 
  Norman Vincent Peale popularized what came to be known as positive thinking. He took 
existing ideas from Christian Science and other inspirations, gave them a biblical veneer, 
integrated them with psychology, and packaged them for the masses, spreading his message 
through The Power of Positive Thinking and his other works. His foremost contribution to the 
world was this notion that thoughts are causative, that our thoughts can change our lives, our 
health, our destiny. Readers were thrilled with this notion that if they believed it, they could 
have it, or be it, or do it. 
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  Peale believed we live in a world that is mental more than physical and this allows our 
thoughts to be determinative. If this is the case, all that stands between us and our desires is 
properly controlling our thoughts. In one of his books he taught the importance of  
a form of mental activity called imaging. It consists of vividly picturing, in your conscious mind, a 
desired goal or objective, and holding that image until it sinks into your unconscious mind, 
where it releases great, untapped energies. It works best when it is combined with a strong 
religious faith, backed by prayer, and the seemingly illogical technique of giving thanks for 
benefits before they are received. When the imaging concept is applied steadily and 
systematically, it solves problems, strengthens personalities, improves health, and greatly 
enhances the chances for success in any kind of endeavor. (Positive Imaging) 
 
  None of this would be remarkable, except that he taught it as a minister who claimed to 
be a Christian. Yet as a Christian minister he denied that God was a being, saying “Who is God? 
Some theological being? He is so much greater than theology. God is vitality. God is life. God is 
energy. As you breathe God in, as you visualize His energy, you will be reenergized!” (Plus: The 
Magazine of Positive Thinking). As a Christian minister he told Phil Donahue, “It’s not necessary 
to be born again. You have your way to God, I have mine. I found eternal peace in a Shinto 
shrine … I’ve been to Shinto shrines and God is everywhere. … Christ is one of the ways! God is 
everywhere.” He denied the very heart of the Christian faith and replaced it with his doctrine of 
positive thinking. 
 
  Many Christians critiqued Peale, including Episcopalian theologian John Krumm who saw 
that Peale had reduced God to a force and made Christianity self-centered rather than God-
centered. “Very little is said about the sovereign mind and purpose of God; much is made of the 
things men can say to themselves and can do to bring about their ambitions and purposes.” 
Surprisingly, some Christians continued to embrace him. In 1966 Billy Graham said, “I don’t 
know of anyone who had done more for the kingdom of God than Norman and Ruth Peale or 
have meant any more in my life for the encouragement they have given me.” 
 
  The popularity of Peale’s teachings guaranteed his lasting influence. One of his most 
committed devotees, who patterned himself accordingly, was Robert Schuller, also a minister in 
the Reformed Church in America. Schuller restyled “positive thinking” into “possibility 
thinking,” but kept much of the core teaching intact. But Peale’s influence was much wider than 
that. His voice can be heard behind contemporary books like The Secret, which advocates the 
law of attraction, another way of speaking and believing reality into existence. His voice can be 
heard behind the Oprah Winfrey’s, Joel Osteen’s, T.D. Jakes’, and Tony Robbin’s of the world, 
along with a host of others who teach that the power of the mind, combined with some kind of 
faith, can change your life and change the world. 
 
  Mitch Howoritz points out, rightly I think, that this idea that thoughts are causative is 
one of the most important theological and psychological concepts of our time. Before Peale it 
was rare to hear phrases like “Nothing is impossible” or “Be all you can be.” But today we take 
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such phrases for granted. It is not coincidental that the first chapter of Peale’s book is titled 
“Believe in Yourself.” 

 
What the Bible Says 

 
  The Bible makes it clear that the troubles we experience in this life are not merely the 
result of negative thinking that can be overcome by tapping into our potential through positive 
thinking. They are the result of a deep-seated rebellion against God that involves not only the 
mind, but the will. We simply cannot overcome the evils of this world, or even the evil in our 
hearts, in our own strength. Apart from Christ we can do nothing -(John 15:5). Apart from being 
born again, we are eternally dead in our trespasses and sins -(Ephesians 2:1). 
 
  Where Peale taught that our deepest problem is a lack of belief in ourselves and that 
our salvation comes with a simple shift in thinking, the Bible teaches that no man can save 
himself, regardless of how positive his thoughts may be. His salvation must come from outside 
himself. The glory of Jesus Christ is in the fact that he “has now reconciled in his body of flesh 
by his death” sinners “who once were alienated and hostile in mind, doing evil deeds” -
(Colossians 1:21-22). Tragically, by his life and legacy, Peale showed that he rejected this Savior 
and chose to trust in his own strength. 
 
 Is this guy for real? Or more to the point, could anyone really possess that much self-
confidence? There has been no shortage of explanations—a huge inferiority complex, infantile 
narcissism, delusional thinking—for Trump’s undying self-assurance. But as I discovered if you 
want to understand what goes on underneath the blond comb-over, you’d do well to look back 
to two crucial events in the early 1950s.  
 
Event No. 1 occurred in October 1952, when a book appeared called ‘The Power Of Positive 
Thinking’. Written by Dr. Norman Vincent Peale and translated into 15 languages, it remained 
on the New York Times best-seller list for 186 weeks and sold 5 million copies. Donald was only 
6 years old at the time and didn’t read the book until much later, but it quickly became 
important in the large Queens household in which he grew up, and it would play a critical role 
in his future. His parents, Fred and Mary, felt an immediate affinity for Peale’s teachings. On 
Sundays, they drove into Manhattan to worship at Marble Collegiate Church, where Peale was 
the head pastor. Donald and both his sisters were married there, and funeral services for both 
Fred and Mary took place in the main sanctuary.  
 
 “I still remember [Peale’s] sermons,” Trump told the Iowa Family Leadership Summit in 
July. “You could listen to him all day long. And when you left the church, you were disappointed 
it was over. He was the greatest guy.” A month later, in the same news conference at which 
Trump tossed out Univision anchor Jorge Ramos, he again referred to Peale as his pastor and 
said he was “one of the greatest speakers” he’d ever seen.  
 
 Known as “God’s salesman,” Peale merged worldliness and godliness to produce an 
easy-to-follow theology that preached self-confidence as a life philosophy. Critics called him a 
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con man, described his church as a cult, and said his simple-minded approach shut off genuine 
thinking or insight.  But Peale’s outlook, promoted through his radio shows, newspaper 
columns and articles, and through ‘Guideposts’, his monthly digest of inspirational messages, fit 
perfectly into the Trump family culture of never hesitating to bend the rules, doing whatever it 
took to win, and never, ever giving up.  
 
 “Believe in yourself!” Peale’s book begins. “Have faith in your abilities!” He then outlines 
10 rules to overcome “inadequacy attitudes” and “build up confidence in your powers.” Rule 
one: “formulate and staple indelibly on your mind a mental picture of yourself as succeeding,” 
“hold this picture tenaciously,” and always refer to it “no matter how badly things seem to be 
going at the moment.”  
 
 Subsequent rules tell the reader to avoid “fear thoughts,” “never think of yourself as 
failing,” summon up a positive thought whenever “a negative thought concerning your personal 
powers comes to mind,” “depreciate every so-called obstacle,” and “make a true estimate of 
your own ability, then raise it 10 per cent.”  
 
 Peale’s philosophy fell on willing and eager ears in the Trump family. Long before this 
self-esteem guru codified his canon, Donald’s grandfather Friedrich used Peale-like confidence 
and tenacity to make the first Trump fortune during the Klondike gold rush. A few decades 
later, Donald’s father, Fred, deployed proto-Peale thinking to become a multimillionaire real 
estate developer in Brooklyn and Queens. And Donald Trump himself has cited Peale’s advice 
many times in his own career.  
 
 One notable example occurred in the mid-1980s, when Trump paid $9 million for a 
second-tier professional football team, the New Jersey Generals, which played in the spring off-
season and belonged to the fledgling United States Football League. Trump immediately began 
pressuring the other team owners to switch the USFL to the prime fall season, which meant 
going head to head with the National Football League. Ultimately they agreed, and soon 
afterward the USFL was defunct—whereupon Trump filed a $1.3 billion federal antitrust lawsuit 
against the NFL, claiming it had plotted against the USFL and was a monopoly. The jury agreed 
that the NFL was a monopoly but awarded damages of only $1, which the judge then trebled 
for a grand total of 3 bucks.  
 
 The media saw this as a stunning defeat; by contrast, Trump, who had sunk $12 million 
into the USFL, channeled Peale, declaring “a moral victory.” He later expanded on this in his 
book ‘The Art Of The Deal’, insisting that he had been such a compelling witness and that his 
lawyer—the infamous Roy Cohn—had been so powerful a litigator that the jurors had simply 
taken pity on the NFL.  
 
 Then, in 1990, after splurging on a third casino, an airline, the world’s second-largest 
yacht and the Plaza Hotel, Trump found himself nearly a billion dollars in debt and the banks 
were threatening foreclosure. But after weeks of round-the-clock negotiations, he emerged 
relatively unscathed, and in a 2009 interview with ‘Psychology Today’ he gave Peale’s book 
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credit for his survival. Citing his father’s friendship with Peale and calling himself “a firm 
believer in the power of being positive,” he said, “what helped is I refused to give in to the 
negative circumstances and never lost faith in myself. I didn’t believe I was finished even when 
the newspapers were saying so.”  
 
Event No. 2 in the early 1950s—and in the development of Donald’s personality and style—was 
the emergence of modern branding. At the dawn of the 20th century, most makers of 
consumer products focused only on selling as much as possible. But by mid-century, 
manufacturers of everything from laundry soap and baked beans to automobiles and airlines 
were taking their focus a few steps further: concentrating not just on how much rolled off the 
assembly line but on polishing and enhancing the aura and attractiveness of the product.  
 
 From now on, marketers would not simply tout how well a product performed. Instead, 
they would study how consumers felt about the maker of the product—and they would bend 
every effort toward making everything associated with that name as positive and compelling as 
possible.  
 
 Fred Trump was an early branding enthusiast. At the 1939 World’s Fair, a futurist 
extravaganza for which the theme was “The World of Tomorrow,” a billboard for Trump Homes 
was a tutorial in the use of basic branding principles. Employing a striking modernist typeface 
for the name Trump, the billboard incorporates the fair’s eye-catching Theme Center pavilion 
with its iconic spire and sphere (known as the “trylon” and “perisphere”), tweaks the fair’s 
slogan to read “The Home Of Tomorrow,” and boasts of the homebuilder’s success (“6,000 
People Live In Trump Homes”).  
 
 In the years that followed, increasingly assertive branding, now broadcast nationwide 
on television, would show up in every sphere of American life. By the early 1960s, when Fred 
Trump built a cluster of 23-story apartment buildings in Coney Island, the largest project in 
Brooklyn at the time, it seemed a matter of course that he would name the entire complex 
Trump Village—and that prospective buyers showed up in droves.  
 
 By all accounts, including his own, Donald Trump did poorly in the classroom in his early 
years. But he was an apt pupil of his father’s M.O., and he readily absorbed the importance of 
self-confidence and of branding. Both were on full display by the mid-1970s, when he took over 
his father’s real-estate holdings. His initial step was to ditch the pedestrian corporate ID’s Fred 
had used when building in Brooklyn and Queens (for example Trump Village Construction Corp.) 
and to give the company the imposing name Trump Organization; his next step was to launch 
his first major project not on his father’s home turf but in the far more challenging environment 
of Manhattan.  
 
 The project was the makeover of a derelict old hotel, the Commodore, into a glitzy 
tourist magnet. The hotel was named the Grand Hyatt because of contractual obligations, but 
Trump, ever the Peale disciple, insisted on calling the main restaurant Trumpets and 
incorporated such signature touches as packing in the maximum number of floors to make the 
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building seem taller (by conventional measure, the top floor would be the 26th, but at the 
Grand Hyatt it was the 34th) and claiming that the ballroom was the biggest in the city (it 
wasn’t).  
 
 With his next project, Trump Tower, Donald’s surname made its Fifth Avenue debut. 
Mounted over the main entrance and rendered in all-capital 3-foot-tall brass letters, it was so 
out of scale that Der Scutt, the building’s architect, joked that visitors to New York could read 
the name before their plane landed.  
 
 From then on, Donald Trump would put his name on everything he did, including high-
rise buildings, casinos and a reality television series, The Apprentice. In 2014, he graced the 
facade of Trump Tower Chicago with his name in all-cap 20-foot letters—once again, grossly out 
of scale, but when Mayor Rahm Emanuel complained, Trump pointed to the fine-print approval 
included in contracts signed with city officials.  
 
 Over the years, as the public has walked by the buildings, gambled at the casinos and 
watched the TV show, the name has become ever more associated with overwhelming, 
gargantuan, and seemingly never-ending success. And in the process, Trump has created the 
armor-plated branding juggernaut, impervious to criticism, self-doubt, or self-reflection, which 
continues to roll over much of the Republican Party.  
 
 Whether or not Trump’s tireless self-advertisement was enough to gain the Republican 
nomination, much less elect a president, is unknown. But it may well be that Trump will run 
into some of the same criticism as Peale himself later did. In an essay titled "Some Negative 
Thinking About Norman Vincent Peale," a theologian from Yale University, William Lee Miller, 
wrote that Peale's books had become "worse" since the original because "the rhetoric of the 
sermon has been replaced by the short, punchy sentences of the advertisement." 
 
 Already it is clear that, thanks to Norman Vincent Peale and the magic of branding, 
Donald Trump is one of the most self-confident and most successful-seeming candidate the 
nation has ever seen. The question is whether the product will live up to the ad.  In fifty three 
years of ministry of various capacities, there is a lesson that I learned later in life.  Your greatest 
strength makes you interesting and useful.  Use it, follow it, and leverage it for the good of 
others.  However, it doesn’t take long for a one string banjo to irritate any listener.  You’ll reach 
higher by adding a few strings to your instrument.  In brief, your greatest strength can and likely 
will be your greatest weakness as well.   
 
 Mike Lindell, the founder and CEO of MyPillow.com—which advertises relentlessly in 
right-wing media—was given a speaking slot at this year’s CPAC convention, where he declared 
that President Trump is “the greatest president in history” because he was “chosen by God.” 
 
 Lindell recounted that he had a “divine appointment” with then-candidate Trump in 
2016, which he left convinced that “God had chosen him for such a time as this.” 
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 “God answered our millions of prayers and gave us grace and a miracle happened on 
November 8, 2016,” he said. “We were given a second chance and time granted to get our 
country back on track with our conservative values and getting people saved in Jesus’ name. As I 
stand before you today, I see the greatest president in history. Of course he is, he was chosen by 
God.”  I’m not so sure that I can agree with Mike Lindell.   
 
 Recent policies by Donald J. Trump point to him as a one-term president.  Chiefly among 
those policies is his endorsement of the LGTBQ agenda around February 20, 2019, and to 
pressure countries where homosexuality is illegal to legalize the life style.  My point is that we 
as Bible-believing Christians cannot condone what God condemns!  We cannot choose between 
two evils.  25% of American citizens believe as Mike Lindell, and yet, that same 25% once they 
learn of President Trump’s policy to legalize sodomy will sit out the 2020 election!  Daniel 2:21 
and 4:17 make it explicitly clear that God can bring down a leader that he raised up.   
 
 Oh, before I move on, I do not believe President Donald J. Trump to be the Antichrist.  
Yes, despite all the occurrences of “666” associated with President Trump, he is merely one of a 
long line of political leaders that have been marked by God as one to guard against.   
 
 
Never forget this: 

The Government Lied 
 

 
 
UPDATE: The Mark of the Beast becomes the law of the land 
in the USA October 1st, 2020 and Globally by 2030. 
(References: The Real ID Act of 2005 and Article 16.9 United 
Nations)  
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 Remember that according to GS1’s own specifications, this barcode family has become a 
required facet of international commerce when goods are bought and sold in retail 
markets.  Remember, John’s prophecy in the book of Revelation says that the Number of the 
Beast will be required for all buying and selling at the end -(Revelation 13:18).  Let’s look at the 
design of this symbol in more detail to see just how the number “666” figures into this picture. 
 

 

 Chapter seven covered this in greater detail, and so to point out, the scanner is always 
looking for the infamous “6” and the entire “666” and what is referred to as the “Quiet Zone”.  
It exists in every UPC barcode system in use today.   
  
 
   
   
  

The Number 666 in Retail Barcodes 
 

   
 Remember that each number in a UPC symbol is visually seen as two bars and two 
spaces and their thickness and position within the total seven module sequence is what 
encodes each character.  Therefore, all zeros within the binary code will appear to the eye as 
white spaces and all ones will show up as black bars. 
 
 Thus, the number of UPC binary codes that identify the numbers 0-9 is in reality 30.  This 
total comes from the 10 codes from set A which code for the left side on the standard design, 

https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Rev.%2013.18
https://endtimestruth.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/UPC-A-Barcode-components-e1406990264448.jpg
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10 from set B which code for the right side, and 10 from the zero-suppressed version (set C) 
which are just the mirror image or reverse of set B codes. These different binary codes for the 
different sides or designs of the UPC barcode ensure that it can be scanned from any 
direction and the proper identification number still can be determined by the computer 
system.   
 
  

 

 This fact is important because it is from knowledge of the binary encoding 
for these control characters that the prophetic significance of the UPC symbol 
finally becomes apparent.  Unlike the codes for numbers in the main body of the symbol, 

the control characters are not full seven-bit binary codes.  The reason for this difference is to 
maintain their uniqueness so that a scanner does not wrongly interpret them as numbers.  In 
fact, each guard bar pattern is only a three-bit binary code, while the center bar pattern is a 
five-bit binary code (see figure).  Visually, however, all three control characters appear exactly 
the same to the naked eye.  This is due to the fact that the basic binary pattern “101” is present 
in each of them.  For this reason, when you look at each control character, they all appear as 
two thin black bars—even though the scanner is able to interpret their subtle differences from 
encoded numbers due to the fewer number of modules present. 
 
  

https://endtimestruth.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/UPC-A-Barcode-and-666-e1406994779531.jpg
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 Some barcodes will have a 6 on the right side and some won’t, depending on the 
product number chosen by the manufacturer.  However, if it contains a 6 on the right side, you 
will see that visually all three control codes look identical to the double-bar pattern 
representing this number from set B.  Thus, from a visual perspective, the basic double black 
bar pattern for the number “6” is present in every UPC exactly three times.  To say this a little 
differently, every retail product is now being marked with a bar code that visually appears to 
contain the number “666”! 
 
 This basic “666” pattern from the beginning, middle, and end of the UPC/EAN barcode 
turns out to be the principal control code for the entire system to properly operate.  It’s 
amazing how this situation has developed, because the inventors of the UPC design didn’t have 
to use a variation of the number six for the control codes.  They could have used a truncation of 
any of the other binary codes that identify a number.  In fact, they could have developed a 
completely unique bar pattern just for the control codes alone.  With seven-bit encoding, 
there’s a possibility of developing many additional bar patterns.  Why did they choose a 
variation of the number six when other potential patterns exist? 
 
 It is uncanny the way the GTIN mark fulfills Biblical prophecy.  In fact, everything about 
the EAN/UPC/JAN barcode symbols speak of the number six:  A pseudo “666” makes up the 
control patterns, a left side code comprises a six-digit field for the UPC type and manufacturer, 
a six-digit right side code is used for the product and modulo check character, and a condensed 
version of the symbol exists with only a single six-digit field.  Perhaps the most unexpected 
aspect of this revelation is the fact that the Empire of the Beast is developing the Number of 
the Beast even before the rise of the Antichrist.  In recent decades the world has become 
accustomed to using these barcodes to purchase virtually any product available for retail sale. 

https://endtimestruth.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/Barcode-666-e1407080487109.jpg
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Barcodes and the Mark 
 

 Revelation 13:18 is a prophecy of the “Mark” of the Beast, the “Number” of the Beast, 
and the “Name” of the Beast; all of which are predicted to be used in conjunction with buying 
and selling at the end.  The Greek word translated as the word mark in this verse is 
charagma.  According to Strong’s Greek Concordance, charagma means “an engraving 
(etching), a mark providing undeniable identification, like a symbol giving irrefutable 
connection between parties”.  The digital ID marks that will be used to brand people and things 
in the Antichrist’s kingdom will serve to validate identities in order to participate in the 
electronic cashless society of the one world empire.  Without having the mark in the hand or 
the forehead to validate personal identity or the “666” barcode mark on all products, you will 
not be approved to buy or sell anything.  In ancient times, a charagma was an impression on an 
official coin or an imprint on a wax seal validating the authenticity of a document.  In the last 
days, the charagma mark on people and things will serve to validate, monitor, and approve all 
transactions. 
 
 In an amazing coincidence, the word charagma comes from the same origin as the word 
charax in the Greek.  According to Strong’s Greek Concordance, a charax is “a pointed stake, a 
rampart”, or “a palisade”.  A palisade is a fence or a stake wall that is typically made of wooden 
stakes placed together vertically to make a partition or a wall, especially for defense (see 
illustration).  A modern day structure like this might be called a picket fence.  Isn’t it incredible 
that an ancient palisade has an amazing similarity to the vertical bars of a barcode?  Could it be 
that even the origin of the very word used in Revelation associated with the Mark is trying to 
point us in the direction of correctly identifying the UPC/EAN barcode as the fulfillment of 
prophecy?  Could it also be that the barcode containing the number “666” will ultimately be 
merged with the “Mark” of the Beast and that the final mark will be a UPC/EAN type of barcode 
placed on all the followers of the Antichrist. 
  
 When the Apostle John prophesied of the number “666”, he said that the final world 
system would absolutely require it to buy or sell—off course, along with having the “Mark” of 
the Beast and the “Name” of the Beast.  How close do you think we are to the Return of Christ 
seeing that these prophecies are coming to pass in our day? 
 
 However, barcodes are not the only way that the number “666” is being used in 
commerce today.  Along with the marking of all products with a pseudo “666”-containing code, 
the electronic computer systems making up the Internet also use another instance of “666” to 
make electronic buying and selling possible.  In the next section, we will see how Web-based 
commerce actually depends on this number for secure online transactions to occur. 
 

 The software security measures that have been developed for directory and file 
permissions on computers and servers connected to the global network may incredibly reveal 
one of the main applications in which the number “666” will be used in the economy of the 
Beast.  In fact, it is already being used even before the Antichrist and the Mark arrive.  The 

https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Rev%2013.18
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security setting sometimes referred to as chmod “666” (chmod means change mode) is a UNIX 
permissions setting that designates the level of access allowed to protected folders and 
files.  Derivatives of UNIX (particularly Linux but also the Mac OS X) are the most commonly 
used operating systems on servers that run the Internet and the World Wide Web 
today.  Permission settings are used as part of the server security measures to allow only 
authorized users to access certain locations in file system hierarchies, especially when 
connected to the Internet through computers or point of sale (POS) terminals.  When accessing 
commercial web sites or when using POS terminals in retail stores, the servers that control the 
processes behind the scenes contain important data to support the web experience and also 
provide security for electronic buying and selling of goods and services.  Using the correct 
security settings will permit access to only those files and information intended to be accessed 
and nothing else.  As we will see in this section, the security permissions setting “666” will soon 
be used alongside the “Mark” of the Beast and the “666”-containing EAN/UPC barcode 
technology to allow a person to participate in electronic buying and selling in a cashless society, 
precisely as predicted in Revelation 13:18. 
 
 As the world moves closer to an economy designed around the “Mark” of the Beast 
several critical technologies are being developed and merged together to allow the final system 
to operate.  As we have seen in previous sections on the topic of the “Mark”, this includes the 
advent of computer technology; the elimination of cash through the use of credit cards, debit 
cards, and smart cards; the development of the global electronic network which forms the basis 
for the Internet, the World Wide Web, and electronic funds transfer (EFT); and the advent of 
biometrics to eliminate fraud by positively confirming identities.  In all of these inventions and 
developments, security has become the principal requirement and driving force for the creation 
of a cashless society that allows people to make purchases electronically without the physical 
exchange of money and also while preventing fraud.  The security permissions setting “666” 
have become a vital part in this system. 
 
 The development of the Internet and the Web also required important security 
considerations to be designed into the software to protect the files and information on the 
servers that contain data used to create web pages.  This data might contain information that 
gets displayed when a site is visited or it might contain the personal confidential information of 
members or people who have accounts with a company.  People who visit web sites want to 
view the pages and information that the sites have available; however, the owners of the web 
sites don’t want people to be able to access the raw databases and programs that support their 
sites on the hosting servers.  They also want to prevent visitors from accessing the account 
information of people who have registered with their site or have done business with them in 
the past.  Financial information, tax documents, social security numbers, account numbers, 
names, addresses, and other private information must be maintained in complete security for 
the system to work with confidence.  For this reason, the operating systems that control the 
servers all have security levels that can be set for directory (folder) and file access.  Web sites 
use data and executable programs on their servers to create and present finished web pages to 
visitors, but their security systems also prevent anyone from actually accessing or changing the 
data and programs so that no malicious activity can occur.   Unless the system allows for 

https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Rev%2013.18
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specific access to particular directories or files on a web server, a visitor cannot see them 
merely by visiting a web site or entering an Internet address, even if that Internet address 
happens to refer to an actual folder or file on the server.  With the proper security in place, any 
attempt to access a restricted part of a server without the appropriate permissions will result in 
an error message or a “page not found” response.  As we will see, this is where the security 
permissions setting “666” come into play. 
 
 The majority of Internet servers now run a version of Linux as their operating system, 
which is an open source derivative of UNIX.  The Linux family uses the same permissions 
settings originally developed for UNIX systems decades ago.  The permissions can be set on an 
individual directory (folder) or at the file level using either a set of letters or numbers 
representing the type of security desired.  Three different types of users are recognized within 
Linux permission settings and each type can be given different levels of security access for 
folders or files.  The three types of potential users are: (1) the owner of the file or directory (i.e., 
the administrator or controller of the folder or file), (2) the group that is associated with the 
directory or file (for instance, an accounting group within a company’s network or members 
registered on a web site), and (3) all other users (often simply called “others”). 
 
 In addition, four levels of security are available for each of these different types of users 
when providing directory or file access and the last three of these levels can be combined in any 
way.  The four options for security access to users are: (1) no access, (2) read-only access, (3) 
write access (which includes modifying or deleting files), and (4) execute access (or the ability to 
run programs or search within folders).  UNIX and Linux systems assign letters and numbers 
that are associated with each of these security settings according to the following table:  
 
 This is incredible!  Even before the Antichrist arises, the Empire-Beast has developed the 
electronic network and protocols necessary to allow the “Mark” of the Beast to function in a 
cashless system.  Yes, the Number of the Beast or “666” is now being associated with every 
commercial activity done over the Internet, the World Wide Web, or through EFT networks 
today.  It is also associated with every interactive activity, such as leaving comments on web 
sites or filling out registration forms or surveys.  However, the most important aspect related to 
Biblical prophecy is how the security permissions setting “666” are being used to allow buying 
and selling in an electronic world.  As the Empire-Beast moves forward toward a cashless 
society where money substitutes such as smart cards and validated identities will replace the 
exchange of physical currency, the security permissions setting “666” will make all of these 
transactions possible! 
 
 Certainly, the next question is how close to you think we are to the Return of Christ 
seeing that all of these things are taking place in our world today? 
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666/999 Law of the Land! 
 

 The Mark of the Beast becomes the law of the land in the USA October 
1st, 2020 and Globally by 2030. See this video (References: The Real ID Act of 2005 and 

Article 16.9 United Nations)   As I am about to wrap this up, let’s examine legislation that 
proves “666” is the Social Security Number and the Mark of the Beast as foretold in the book of 
Revelations of the Bible. 
 
 The number “666” is well known to be associated with the “Number” of the Beast. The 
Bible puts it this way: Revelations 13:17, "the name of the beast or the number of its name." 
There is no doubt the SSN is the “Mark”, because of the first part of 13:17, "so that no one 
could buy or sell unless he had the mark." Now think about what that says and what it means. 
To "buy or sell" is just another way of saying "financial transaction" isn't it. That certainly 
includes earning a living, i.e., getting a job. But it's also every financial transaction you make. 
How are most of those transactions facilitated today?  Via credit or debit card. Try to get either 
of these without an SSN and see how far you get. So where is the “666”?  It's already public 
information: 
  

42 USC 666 
 
 The United States Government's full list of laws is calling the "United States Code." If 
you go to Title 42, United States Code, Section 666, you will find where the Social Security 
Number is now mandated on all licenses. No SSN, no license. Here it is verbatim: 
 
42 US 666 (13) Recording of social security numbers in certain family matters.— Procedures 
requiring that the social security number of— 
(A) any applicant for a professional license, driver’s license, occupational license, recreational 
license, or marriage license is recorded on the application;  
 
 Just think that's some government mumbo jumbo? Sorry, it's the law of the land. When 
a person in Texas tried to get a license to be a crop duster, the state refused to issue one 
because the applicant refused to provide an SSN due to his religious beliefs. It went to the 
Texas State Attorney General, who quoted and referenced Title 42, section 666 as the reason 
they could not issue the license. This was a license the man needed to do his job to earn a 
living. Quoting the Texas AG: "It is the federal statute that specifically enumerates occupational 
licenses. See 42 U.S.C. 5 666(a)(13) (2000)." The set of numbers, 666 is referenced over 40 
times in the AG's answer. The entire decision is based on 42 USC 666. Do you really think it's 
just a coincidence?  Chapter 666 contains dozens of pages detailing the intricacy of government 
requirements as to the end user, i.e., individual.  The entire system based on 42 USC 666 is 
world-wide.  It has been operational since 1994.   
 
 One of the most significant changes was the creation of the World Trade Organization 
(WTO). The 75 existing GATT members and the European Communities became the founding 
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members of the WTO on January 1, 1995. The other 52 GATT members rejoined the WTO in the 
following two years (the last being Congo in 1997). Since the founding of the WTO, 21 new non-
GATT members have joined and 29 are currently negotiating membership. There are a total of 
153 member countries in the WTO.  
 
 The Progressive movement gained power at the turn of the 20th Century. We have the 
Federal Reserve Act and the Income Tax (16th Amendment) in 1913. The Social Security Act in 
1935. We have the League of Nations (Global Government baby steps) and then WWI and then 
WWII (Global Wars.) WWII ends in 1945. The UN is formed (Global government baby step 
style). GATT is passed in 1947 (Global Government big step). Israel is formed in 1948 (Fulfills 
prophesy). The WTO is started in 1995 and merges with GATT. (Giant Global Government step 
and they tie it to the SSN.)  Are you seeing the picture yet?  Remember they said the SSN 
would never be used for identification. 
 
UPDATE! In addition to all that is listed below, there is a new licensing requirement coming 
down the road. You are finding and reading this on the internet. You are not seeing this 
information on the news at 5pm, nor in any newspaper or magazine. There may be some 
private newsletters out there, but I've never seen one informing people of the information I 
have provide here. Now what if this site were silenced? Can't happen? Think again. Obama's 
Cybersecurity Act of 2009 . EFF. 
 
 Not only does 42 US 666 mandate the SSN, but it links all government databases. (Like 
these that will have the detailed information of over 300 million Americans.) And 42 US 666 
mandates the computerization and modernization of such databases to be readily available:  
 
42 US 666 (14) High-volume, automated administrative enforcement in interstate cases.— 
(A) In general.— Procedures under which— 
(i) the State shall use high-volume automated administrative enforcement, to the same extent 
as used for intrastate cases, in response to a request made by another State to enforce support 
orders, and shall promptly report the results of such enforcement procedure to the requesting 
State;  
 
 Need more proof? It'll help if you know the full scope of the problem. You probably 
think the Social Security Administration was a creation by the Roosevelt administration in 1932. 
That's only partially true. The ISSA (International Social Security Administration) actually 
predates Roosevelt's system by 5 years. You might also think the United States is the only 
country that has SSNs. But again you'd be wrong. At least 190 (at last count) countries 
participate in the Social Security System. Thus its worldwide. 
 
 Also as an addendum, they passed a law in 2002 that opens the door to requiring an SSN 
to be able to register to vote.  The link between the SSN and the Mark of the Beast as foretold 
in the book of Revelations, I thought others might like to see just how far this has come. The 
relevant law is: H.R. 3295, "Help America Vote Act of 2002".  So, how well do all of these fit 
Biblical Prophecy? 
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First Thing A Scanner Looks For – 666/999 
 

 The very first thing a scanner looks for when reading a retail bar code is the number 
“666”! Only after finding this number can it go on to read the rest of the code! There is a 
somewhat rare shorter version of retail bar-code that is basically half the length of the usual 
bar-code. In these codes, two 6s are always together on the right end of the code in a 1-1-1-1-
1-1sequence. This sequence always starts with a white bar so it ends in black. 
 
 Now take a look at as many UPC bar-codes as you like, and every time, you will see the 
“666” hidden in it!  At the beginning of this book, I shared my own personal experience what 
the postmaster told me when I was told to get the UPC barcode on my publications in 1985.  No 
UPC bar code, no use of the U.S. Postal Mail! 

 

 In Part 1, I stated:  The introduction of the telecommunications industry is bringing it all 
into focus with the roll out of 5G technology.  5G is more than just a communications system.  
It’s far worse than you can ever imagine.  5G is a weapons system and a control system as well!  
We have been watching a long process, slowly evolving into what will be a system of control, 
capable of terminating one’s life at will.  To learn more about 5G, I recommend you listen to Joe 
Imbriano, host of the ‘Fullerton Informer.com.’  Joe Imbriano lives in Fullerton, California and is 
scientifically trained to know the effects of 5G on all forms of life.    
 
 “5G is a weapons system, not a communications system. It should be banned outright 
and a complete review conducted of alternative means of achieving the next level of 
connectivity.  I warned the US Government about electromagnetic vulnerabilities in 1994 and 
was ignored. IT/AI today is causing direct mental and physical health anomalies and disabilities. 
Proceeding on 5G is in my view an impeachable offense.”  This is the opinion of former Marine 
officer, and CIA agent, Robert David Steele.   
 
 Paul Craig Roberts, former Economics adviser to President Ronald Reagan, and host of 
the “Institute for Political Economy”, said this:  “5G Wireless Will Kill Us.  We can stop worrying 
about Social Security. No one will live long enough to collect it. But health care will absorb the 
national income.”   
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 Every electronic device has a label inside it or on the outside the UPC bar code, each and 
every device uses the UPC bar code which connects through the 5G system with every other 
electronic device.  They will connect with no fewer than 20,000 Satellites encasing the planet in 
an intense field of microwave radiation. 
 

 
 
 No one will be left out of this “space” dragnet.  If you have even one device: a single cell 
phone, a Wi-Fi router for your smart television or remote fax machine, printer, personal 
computer, lap top, or smart appliances, refrigerator, washers and dryers, then you are included.  
There will be no exemptions, ALL, will be included.  Most folks will be required to pay for their 
own upgrade for a 5G compatible Wi-Fi router.  The telecommunications will offer inducement 
of free installation of 5G.  One company, Verizon, announced in the fall of 2018, has priced it at 
$79.95 a month with free installation. 
 
 Each 5G phone will contain dozens of tiny antennas, all working together to track and 
aim a narrowly focused beam at the nearest cell tower. In America, the U.S. Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) has permitted the effective power of those beams to be as 
much as 20 watts, ten times more powerful than the levels permitted for current phones using 
3G and 4G. 
 
 At least five international companies, including defense companies like Boeing, are 
proposing to provide 5G from space from a combined 20,000 satellites in low and medium 
Earth orbit that will blanket the Earth with powerful, focused, steerable beams. 
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 The alteration of the Earth’s electromagnetic environment may be an even greater 
threat to life than the radiation from ground-based antennas where the harmful effects of radio 
frequency radiation have already been proven. 
 
 The World Health Organization’s International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) 
produced recently overwhelming evidence, including the latest studies on cell phone use and 
brain cancer risks, indicating that RF radiation is proven carcinogenic to humans and should 
now be classified as a “Group 1 carcinogen” along with tobacco smoke and asbestos. 
 
 As dramatic as it sounds, the deployment of 5G satellites and their accompanying earth 
stations must be stopped now. This is a last chance situation so people must take to the streets 
all over the world, as they did in Paris, and force, or change, their governments. 
 
 2019 could be the year of revolutions as we the people become ever increasingly 
disenchanted with our incompetent and, in most cases, corrupt bureaucrats and politicians 
along with hopeless and useless world institutions like the UN and the EU. 
 
 I have been reading Dr. Jonathan Halpern’s book ‘Electromagnetic Radiation Survival 
Guide’.  Dr. Halpern first became aware of the adverse effects of Electromagnetic Radiation 
(EMR) when he started using his first cell phone in the late 1990’s.  He discovered that he was 
Electro Hypersensitive (EHS) long before he knew the term actually existed.  I learned that I was 
Electro Hypersensitive in the Army.  When I came into close contact with a field compass or 
walked into a room when a television was on, my presence would cause static on the television  
picture tube.  Manufacturers of televisions subsequently modified their TV’s to eliminate the 
problem. 
 
 As a final remark to the 5G roll out, the state of Hawaii banned the installation of 5G; 
and, the reason for doing so is that Lloyd’s of London will not insure installation of 5G for the 
potential health conditions.  They have determined that 5G and whatever follows will be unsafe 
for all life forms! 
 
Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com  
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